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LINCOLN'S STEPMOTHER: 
The Discovery of a Sarah Lincoln Photograph 

D 
Joe Grove 

ixon Illinois - On a crisp November 
morning, I was on my way to visit 
the Stephenson County Historical 

Society in Freeport, Illinois to see their " 
Civil War Military Room at the suggestion " 
of a friend. Little did I know that after see
ing the museum's Civil War artifacts. that 
I would discover something that I would 
never forget - what I now believe to be an 
original ambrotype of Sarah Bush Lincoln. 

After viewing the military collection, 
I was given a short tour of the 1850s 
brick mansion by Tait Weigel and Iva "-
Herzfeldl. At the conclusion of the tour, I " 
came across a wooden cabinet filled with ~ 

various Lincoln items. At first glance, the 
display seemed to be an assortment of 
Lincoln memorabilia I had encountered 
before: a Lincoln death mask, Lincoln cast 
hands, various books and such. Then I saw 
her photo, sitting on a shell at the front of 

Sarah Bush Johnston Lincoln. 
A newly-discovered, never published portrait. 

the case. --------------

Here was what I immediately thought to 
be an original mid-l800s photograph that 
looked just like Sarah Bush Lincoln. I was 
already familiar with her image having 
researched eleven photos I purchased in 
the late I980s from an antiques dealer -
that included one I believe to be a 
daguerreotype of Sarah Bush Lincoln. 

The sight of this portrait stopped me in 
my tracks. Realizing that there is only one 
known image of Sarah Bush Lincoln in exis
tence, if this was indeed another, then this 
could be of great historical significance. 
After collecting my thoughts, I walked over 
to the display case and explained to Tait 
and Iva who Sarah Bush Lincoln was and 
the possible significance of this photo. 
They were quite excited at the prospect of 

having such a significant historical artifact 
in the museum's collection. I then asked if I 
could hold the image in my hand and exam
ine it. When J took it out of the display cabi
net, 1 noticed a small card next to the photo 
that said "Sally Bush Lincoln." This raised my 
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MARK HOFMANN: LINCOLN COIN COUNTERFEITER? 

The unique 1959-0 
wheat-ears reverse 

Uncoln cent. Either a one
of-kind "Error," a real treasure, 

or a Mark Hofmann fake. 
The debate continues. 

Ron Guth 

Mark Hofmann, the master counterfeiter now 
languishing in the Utah State Penitentiary, ls 
best known for his sensational creations: 
the Salamander letter, the Oath of a 

Freeman, and the bombs used to kill two people in 
an attempt to cover up his frauds. Holmann's 
exploits have been well chronicled elsewhere: he 

and his fakes are the subject of several books and 
countless print articles. However, just when we were 

beginning to think we'd heard the last from Hofmann, we 
now receive reports that he may have been active in an area 
completely apart from the printed word. It seems that 
Hofmann was a master counterfeiter of coins as well. Of 
particular interest to our readers is his alleged claim of 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------

From the Publisher 
I fear that the great confidence placed in my 
ability is unfounded. Indeed I am sure it is. 

-Speech in Steubenville, OH Feb. 14, 1861 

0 ne will read statements made by Lincoln and naturally con• 
elude he was profoundly humble. In a letter written Just 
prior to the 1860 election, the rall splitter candidate 
reflected that his lasting mark would be nominal: "I give 

the leave, begging only Lhat the inscriptions may be ln modest 
terms, not representing me as a man of great learning, or a very 
extraordinary one in any respect." In fact, any adequate compi
lation of Lincoln quotes provides dozens of utterances and 
excerpted missives cataloged under the heading "Humility." But 
I would argue a good deal of this perception is but a veneer. 

While humility was an element of the man's great character, 
In many respects it was a calculated and well-orchestrated com
ponent. We all know of Lincoln's penchant for sell-deprecating 
humor, often evidenced in an "aw shucks" folksy quality. But 
such wit was clearly a device that served him quite well through 
his political campaigns. Stories he told which made light of his 
own shortcomings likewise made a point, were always on topic, 
and delivered with the precision and force of a knockout punch. 
Yes ... the "Little Giant" may have won the 1858 race for the 
Senate, but most thought the live debates favored the gangly 
Lincoln. Numerous utterances of "I know the judge is a great 
man, while I am only a small man, but [on the point being debal• 
ed] I feel that I have got him" resonated with the crowds. These 
were a common people who distrusted politicians - particularly 
those of the "windbag" variety. Lincoln's disarming style, under
scored by personal confidence and self-assuredness, made for a 
winning combination. He carried himself as a "man of the peo
ple" but likewise displayed the resolve and backbone of a man 
with conviction. 

The challenge to reconcile these two characteristics -sincere 
humility coupled with what was clearly "stagecr - speak to a com
plexity in the man. In at least three separate letters to political 
supporters in 1860, Lincoln protested his qualWcations for high 
office: "I must in candor say I do not think mysell lit for the presi
dency." Yet these were written In the midst of the campaign itself 
- while he sought the very job he wasn't "fit" to holdl Perhaps 
Lincoln had more faith in the duty he had to perform - his calling, 
ii you will, than he had confidence in his ability. Facing an insur
mountable challenge, Lincoln saw himself as but a servant.. llke a 
missionary, a tool of a higher force. As he told the New York legis
lature on his way to Washington In February, 1861: "It Is true that, 
whlle I hold myself, without mock modesty, the humblest of all 
individuals that have ever been elevated to the Presidency, I have 
a more difficult task to perform than any of them." 

The dilemma of presenting a multi-faceted Lincoln - bolh 
forceful and humble - has plagued interpretive artists since the 
19th-<:entury. All of this came to mind alter reading of a new, 
major Hollywood "biopic" now In production. Would we be given 
a Lincoln rorged from snippets of quotes and dalliances with ear
lier historiographies? Would we be subject to revisionary histo
ry - a crafting or disparate facts to reinterpret the life of a great 
man in an Oliver Stone genre? Would the actor be able to carry 
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the role of the most recognized figure In American history, or 
would we simply see the actor "playing a part." While I have seen 
quite a few attempts to act the role, one of the best "Lincolns" in 
my estimation was that played by Victor Kilian In the 1940 film 
Virginia City starring Errol Flynn. All we saw of Kilian was his shad
ow - the silhouette of a most recognizable visage cast on a wall. 
We heard him speak but were left to contemplate his presence. 

This same tact is the role we all play as collectors. We shine 
a light and cast a shadow. The light is an understanding of an 
aspect of the man and his times - the story told by the artifacts, 
memorabilia, documents, photographs, ephemera ... the material 
culture we choose to collect. The shadows are the conjectures, 
suppositions, and debate ... the story we don't yet know. Case in 
point: we look at an 1860 campaign ribbon treasured by collec
tors of political memorabilia and note the slogan "Honest Abe." 
We readily understand the dynamics of 19th-<:entury politics, the 
peculiarities of what was arguably the most important campaign 
in history, and fully appreciate the combative strategies 
employed. We also are left wondering - would the humble 
Lincoln personally approve of using this appellation? Or would 
the crafty politician be the one to spread the slogan? The knowl
edge we gain in each find, with every acquisition, is always tem
pered by the shadows cast by the man himself. 

Most collectors do their part to help tell the Lincoln story. 
They are as much ambassadors of history as any museum cura
tor. Those who share their passion do so in the spirit of wanting 
to educate, excite, and enrich. Chuck Bechtloff, for example, a 
collector of Lincolniana and presidential memorabilia for twenty 
years, has always had a dream of opening his own museum. In 
the meantime, however, anyone visiting the Lincoln Memorial 
Shrine in Redlands, CA in the last four months, would have seen 
an exhibit entitled "Lincoln and the Soldiers." Chuck orchestrat
ed the show with items from his collection - what he calls a 
"most rewarding experience.· He relates that tackling questions 
posed by school children visiting the Shrine reminded him of 
why he collects. ''There is something absolutely pure about a kid 
looking at the photograph of a drummer boy from the Civil War 
and being touched by the fact that they were most likely the 
same age." 

Another Rail Splitter, Brian Caplan of Cortlandt Manor, NY, 
has collected Llncolniana and Civil War photography lor about ten 
years. Last month, at the 99th annual dinner (celebrating the 
100th anniversary!) of the Lincoln Society in Peekskill, Brian was 
asked to give the keynote address and display his collection. In 
the same New York town where Governor George Pataki cut his 
political teeth as mayor, Brian gave a talk on "Lincoln as Leader 
and Rote Model." Those attending the lecture now want to know 
how to bring his message Into the curriculum of the local schools. 

And, in a similar vein, we would be remiss In not extending 
congratulations to Rail Splitter Jack Smith of South Bend, IN. Jack 
recently sold his massive print collection (the largest and most 
diverse holding of Lincoln Illustrations, graphics, and artwork 
ever assembled) to the Indiana Historical Society. Rather than 
see it "scattered to the wind," Jack placed the collection intact -
where it will be prominently featured In the Hoosier Slate's 2009 
celebration of the Lincoln Bicentennial. We normally hate to see 
collections not return to the family of collectors ... but In this 
case, we find it totally appropriate! _/-/ 
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----------------- THE RAILSPLITTER ----------------
Sarah Lincoln Discovery, cont. 

curiosity even more. I had never heard of Sarah Bush Lincoln referred 
to as "Sally." I later learned that "Sally~ was a nickname used by her 
family and friends. After looking at the photo, I asked the two ladies if 
they had known if the image had been out of its case to see if any addi
tional information could be found behind the plate. They said no and 
gave me permission to remove the image. After removing it, the back or 
the case had the inscription "Sally Bush-Abraham Lincoln's Stepmother 
- Thomas Lincoln second wife." We all became incredibly excited at the 
discovery. 

Once the image was removed, we could see the plate was an 
ambrotype probably taken in the 1850s or early 1860s. Suzy Beggin, 
Curator of the Stephenson County Museum, said that the photo was 
donated to the museum in lhe 1960s. The Lincoln collector who donat

ed the image had lived in Freeport and is now deceased. We took digital photos and sent them to Chuck Hand, a prominent dealer of 
Lincolniana, and Dr. Wayne Temple, noted historian and Lincoln scholar. WiU1 their help and concurrence, we are proud to present here 
and share with the world a hitherto unknown photograph of a central figure in the Lincoln story, his stepmother "Sally." ~ 

A FEw WORDS ON FiNDING SAILY i.JNcoIN FROM 1HE HlsroRlcAL SooElY's DIRocroR 

Suzy Beggin 

Ican'l decide if I like PBS's Antiques 
Road Show or not. On the one hand, it 
creates an excitement about history 
and encourages viewers to seek out 
the Jillie historical treasures all 

around us everyday. Rut on the other 
hand, the show turns everybody into an 
"expert," getting pumped up over some
thing quite ordinary. If l had a nickel 
every time somebody told me that he 
had seen a (fill in the blank) on the 
Antiques Road Show Just exactly like one 
In our musewn, we would have enough 
nickels that we would never need to 
hold our annual Ice Cream Social fund
raiser again. 

So when Joe Grove saw the photo of 
Sarah Bush Lincoln and started telling 
me how incredlble it was, I'll admit I was 
a little skeptical. It had been quietly on 
display for years -why make a fuss now? 

What changed my mind was when 
Joe pointed out the handwritten Inscrip
tion. What struck me was not necessari
ly what It was, but what it said - Sally 
Bush Lincoln. Sally. I knew that Sally 
was a common 19th-century nickname 
for Sarah, but I also knew that such an 
intimate name would not have been 
used outside a small circle of family and 
close lriends. She would have been 
addressed as "Mrs. Lincoln," thank you 
very much. even by her own husband, 
when in mixed company or out on the 

street. This photo, our photo, must 
have Initially been owned by one of her 
relatives or close friends. 

Then he pointed out that the stan
dard old photo of Mrs. Lincoln you see 
all the time in textbooks and such - you 
know the one - is supposed to be the 
only known photo of Mrs. Lincoln. 

So I started to think that Joe might 
be on to something. and when he asked 
if he could take some pictures and show 
them to other historians, I told him to go 
ahead. Other collectors became 
involved, and things got more exciting. 
Local Lincoln collector George Buss sug
gested that The Rail Splilter be notified. 
George said he hadn't yet received his 
Winter issue, and maybe they would like 
to put in a paragraph or two about it. 

And that's when the real thrlll 
came. Jonathan Mann. publisher of The 
Rail Splitter, sent an e-mail congratulat
ing the Historical Society and said that 
he would hold the magazine and redo 
the cover to include our discovery. The 
e-mail was the modern equivalent or an 
editor running into the press room and 
shouting above the noise "Stop the 
presses!'' Jonathan pointed out that not 
only was our own photo exciting, but it 
validated the one known photograph of 
Sarah Bush Lincoln which had always 
simply been accepted without conflnna
tlon - something I had never considered. 

Joe was right - this was big! 
Each Item In the collection of the 

Stephenson County Historical Society is 
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marked with an accession number. so 
when Joe Grove pointed out the signifi
cance of our photograph of Sarah Bush 
Lincoln, I went to the accession record to 
see what sort or information the file held. 

The piece was accessioned March 
15, 1968, and the paperwork states: "a 
small wooden /eathere((e covered case in 
brown with scroll de.~igns covering both 
sides. 2 small hook & eye fasteners on 
side. When opened it .~hows a stained pic
ture of Lincoln ·s step-mother, Sally Bush 
Lincoln - It is behind glass. The picture is 
framed by gilt & red velvet - the opposite 
side is just a piece of nwroon velvet:· 

The record makes no note of the 
handwriting behind the photo. Since it 
is otherwise a very descriptive record, 
il is safe to assume the accessioner was 
not aware of Sally's Uttle secret or she 
surely would have written of It. 

It is Interesting, however, that the 
record describes her as "Sally" and not 
by the more commonly known name 
"Sarah." The photo must have been 
described as Sally by someone who had 
known about the writing inside, perhaps 
the donor or a previous owner, who had 
verbally handed down her nickname. 

The accession record also says that 
the photo Is behind glass. This is not 
true; it is an ambrotype, with the image 
directly on the back side of the glass. 
The fact that this was not known by the 
accessloner suggests that she was not 
farnUlar with 19th-century photography. 
Collectors know to always check behind 

continued on next page 



----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------

photos In a Union case, but it is unlikely that It ever occurred 
to the accessioner to check behind the glass. 

The donation was made In 1968 by WIiiiam Koenig of 
Freeport at the same time he donated a number of other 
Lincoln-related artifacts. The accession record for each of the 
Lincoln artifacts donated by Koenig at that time states that it 
was "from the Frank E. Winston Collection. Chicago." Who was 
Frank E. Winston? And when and how did William Koenig 
acquire the collection? 

William Koenig is the son and grandson of local Lincoln 
collectors so I wondered If Mr. Koenig had purchased the 
Winston Collection himself or Inherited it from his father or 
grandfather. Now in his 80s, Mr. Koenig did not remember, but 
his wife saJd that he had purchased the collection himself. I 
asked If he purchased the collection and Immediately turned It 
over to the Historical Society, or If he purchased it and enjoyed 
the collection at home for a few years before making the dona
tion. She did not know. 

William Koenig, along with his father and grandfather, 
were all charter members of the Stephenson County Historical 
Society. All three generations have purchased items as gilts to 
the Historical Society, sometimes even having them shipped 
directly to the Museum without ever spending a moment In 
their own private homes. Since his wife remembers the pur
chase, the collection must have been purchased sometime 
between his marriage in 1946 and the donation date of 1968. 

Since Mrs. Koenig did not remember It being In her home, there 
Is a good possibility that the collection was purchased and 
immediately donated to Ute Historical Society In l 968. 

My next call was to Daniel Weinberg of the Abraham 
Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago. Any collector actively buying, 
selling and trading Lincoln memorabilia in Chicago would sure
ly be known to him so I asked If he knew of Frank Winston. He 
did not. Weinberg started working at the book shop in 1971, so 
I assume that Winston was no longer collecting in Chicago by 
1971. 

The Winston Collection that the Historical Society 
received was so large, It Is likely that It was a collection accu
mulated over many, many years. The sale probably was either 
an after-death estate sale or a sale by an elderly collector inter
ested In cashing out while he still could. 

If we suppose that Mr. Winston was in his 70s, 80s or 90s in 
1968, that would make his birth year the 1890s, 80s or 70s. Give 
him twenty years to grow to manhood and develop an Interest 
in collecting, and the collection could have been started as 
early as the late 19th or early 20th-century. 

ll is possible Winston could have purchased the Sarah 
Bush Lincoln photograph directly from an intimate member of 
the Lincoln family, perhaps even from Harriet Hanks Chapman 
herself - although whether that Is true or not will probably 
never be known. ~. 

The Stephenson County Historical Society was created in 1944, and il soon became the 
owner of the Oscar Taylor Home. now on the National Register of Historic Places. Oscar 
Taylor was one of Freeport"s pioneers and an early businessman. His home was one of the 
first grand homes to be built in Freeport. 

Today, the ground floor of the Home is maintained as a typical upper class Victorian 
residence, while the second and lower levels contain exhibits on Stephenson County's his

tory. Exhibits include military history, the dioramas of Merle & Gladys Blackwood, arcade toys 
and Nobel Peace Prize winner and local resident Jane Addams. The Home was rumored to have 
been used as a hiding place for runaway slaves along the Underground Railroad, and today vis
itors can walk into the secret basement room and view an exhibit on Underground Railroad his
tory. The Historlcal Society also has a Changing Exhibit Room with revolving exhibits that are 
installed two or three times a year. 

Freeport, Illinois was the site of the second of the 1858 Lincoln-Douglas Debates. Naturally, there is a display on Abraham 
Lincoln. Some of the artifacts are related to the actual debate of 1858, such as the key to the Brewster House Hotel where Lincoln 
stayed during the Debate, and a wooden split rail worn around the neck of a local citizen to show his support for the rail splitter 
candidate. There are also artifacts from the debate reenactments of 1929, 1958 and 1994, and from the Boulder Dedications of 1901 
and 1903, marking and commemorating the location of the debate. 

Finally, there are a number of general Lincoln items, which is how the Sarah Bush Lincoln photograph lits in. Photographs and 
letters, plus the Life Mask by Leonard W. Volk, as well as fun little oddities such as a gavel made from a tree that stood in the front 
yard of Lincoln's Springfield home are all part of the collection. 

The Stephenson County Historical Society is in Freeport in northwest Illinois, 100 miles from Chicago, 60 miles trom Dubuque, 
Iowa and 325 miles from St. Louis, Missouri. For information on lodging and other things to do, call the Stephenson County 
Convention & Visitor·s Bureau at (800) 369-2955. 

The Museum is open during the Winter (November through April) on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays from noon to four. 
During tile rest of the year it Is open Wednesdays through Sundays, from noon to four. Admission is $3 for adults, $1 for children 
under 12 and free to Historical Society members. For more information, call Director Suzy Beggin at (815) 232-8419, send an e-mail 
to Director@StephCoHS.org, or visit our website at www.StephCoHS.org. '1:0 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------

'Sally' (Bush) Johnston Lincoln's Photographs 

Wayne C. Temple 

0 ne of Abraham Lincoln's very best 
friends was his stepmother, Sarah 
(Bush) Johnston Lincoln, who was 
born December 13, 1788. As a 
widow, she married Thomas 

Lincoln, a widower, December 2, 1819.1 

She died at home in Coles County, 
Illinois, on April 12, 1869 (all previous 
accounts have tl1e wrong date of her 
demise). 2 "Sally" Lincoln, as her family 
members called her to avoid confusion 
with her stepdaughter, Sarah Lincoln, 
had her photograph taken about 1865, 
probably In Charleston. Illinois. In 1866. a 
stepniece of Abraham Lincoln sent a 
copy of iliis very picture to William H. 
Herndon.3 As late as 1896, this family 
member, Harriet Ann (Hanks) Chapman, 
still owned the original photograph. 4 Its 
whereabouts today is unknown, but 
copies are available in several places. 

Harriet, the daughter of Dennis and 
Sarah Elizabeth (Johnston) Hanks, was 
born in Spencer County, Indiana, on 

September 9, 1847, and died at Charleston, 
lllinois on December 24, 1915.5 

Now, a second original photograph 
of Abraham Lincoln's stepmother has 
been discovered by scholars. It is an 
entirely different pose than the one 
owned by Harriet Chapman. Perhaps it 
was taken at a different time especially to 
show off the fancy collar of Widow 
Lincoln. Anyhow, some previous owner 
identified this photo as being "Sally" 
Bush, stepmother to Abraham Lincoln 
and second wife to Thomas Lincoln. An 
analysis of the handwriting indicates that 
the notation enclosed in the frame was 
not written by Harriet Chapman who 
once lived with the Lincolns in order to 
attend school in Springfield. A compari
son was made with several of her letters 
sent to "Billy" Herndon. 

This newly discovered photograph 
is a very important piece of Lincolnlana. 
Since only close family members would 
have called the subject "Sally," there can 
be but little doubt that it is a genuine pic
ture of Lincoln's beloved stepmother. -R"", 

References: 

1. Basler, ed .. The Collected Works, II, 94-95. 
Abraham Lincoln, himself, wrote these dates In 
the family Bible. 
2. Wayne C. Temple, "Sarah (Bush) Johnston 
Lincoln's Date of Death," Uncoln Herald, GIii, 
30-31 (Spring 2001 ). 
3. Harriet Ann (Hanks) Chapman to William H. 
Herndon, Charleston, Illinois. December 17, 
1866, Herndon-Weiks Collection, IV, 458-59, 
Mss., The Library of Congress. 
4. Ida M. Tarbell, The Early Life of Abraham 
.LinCQ!n (New York: S. S. McClure. 1896) cred
its her with its possession. 
5. The Charleston Daily Courier, December 24, 
1915, p. 1, col. 1. It was an evening paper. 
Harriet died at 5 AM on that date. 

Dr. Temple is the Chief Deputy Director of the 
Illinois State Archives. He is the author of 
Abraham Lincoln: From Skeptic to Prophet: ~ 
Sauare & compass: Saga ot the Abraham 
Lincoln Home: and his latest volume, Ihe.1aste 
Is lo My Mouth A Little. Lincoln's Victuals and 
~ which will be released next year by 
Mayhaven Publishing. 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------
Hofmann 's Penny?, cont. 
credit for a controversial coin that created an 
instant sensation when it first appeared - the 1959-
D Lincoln Cent with Wheat Ears on the Reverse. 

While we numismatists are shocked to learn 
that this master forger "invaded"' our field, a little 
checking reveals that he has been with us for a 
Jong time. By bis own confession, Hofmann began 
collecting coins at an early age and by 15 he claims 
to have created an altered coin good enough to 
fool the United States Treasury. Hofmann 
described creating a fake using an electroplating 
process, then using a coin dealer to submit the 
coin to the Treasury Department where it was pro
nounced genuine. Hofmann's rationalization: " .. .if 
the Treasury Department pronounces it genuine 
that it is genuine by definition." 

What was that coin? We don't know. However, 
recently, Hofmann claimed credit for producing the 

A recent "mug shot" of 
Mark Hofmann. 

In 1987, Baller sold the coin to Heritage Rare 
Coin Galleries, who placed it with a private collec
tor for a reported $15,000. ln 1992, another collec
tor purchased the coin for a reported $22,000, 
then submitted it to a private certification service 
for authentication and grading. Upon receiving a 
"No Decision" (meaning the service would neither 
authenticate lhe coin nor condemn it), the collec
tor applied for and received a refund. In 2001, a 
secret business syndicate represented today by 
Larry Choate purchased the coin for $27,500. 

1959-D Lincoln Cent with Wheat Ears on the ----------

Over the years, the Department of the 
Treasury, the American Numismatic Association 
Authentication Bureau, and the Professional Coin 
Grading Service, and other numismatic experts 
(including your humble scribe), examined the 
coin, but most have been unable (or unwilling) to 
render a firm opinion one way or another regarding 
the authenticity of the coin. 

Reverse. ls this another of Hotmann's fantastic cre
ations or is he simply trying to add to his legend and infamy? Or, 
is Hofmann getting the last laugh by defaming and casting doubt 
on a coin that may actually be real? 

THE UNIQUE 1959-D WHEAT EARS REVERSE CENT 
From its debut in 1909 and for the next fifty years, the 

reverse (back) of the Lincoln Cent featured a plain design with 
two ears of wheat flanking the denomination "ONE CENT" and 
"UNITED STATES OF AMERICA." The motto "E PLURIBUS UNUM" 
("Out of many, one") appeared at the top of the reverse in small 
letters. In 1959, to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Lincoln's 
birth, a stylized version of the Lincoln Memorial was substituted 
for the Wheat Ears design. 

The transition between the two design types was smooth 
and uneventful. No test pieces or transitional pieces were 
believed to have been struck and there was never any expecta
tion of a 1958 dated Cent with a Memorial reverse or a 1959 dated 
Cent with a Wheat Ear reverse. In fact, Frank Gasparro, the 
designer of the Memorial Reverse, and the Chief Engraver al the 
Mint in 1959, stated that the dies were carefully controlled and 
that no such pieces could have been made either deliberately or 
accldentaUy. Thus, the discovery in 1986 of a 1959-0 Wheat Ears 
Reverse Lincoln Cent created an immediate sensation - tem
pered with a modicum of suspicion. 

Two versions of the coin's discovery have been reported. 
One story claims that a collector found the coin in 1986 while 
searching through a jar of Lincoln Cents accumulated over the 
years. Shortly thereafter, lhe collector sold the coin for $1,500 to 
Leon Baller, a retired police officer from California. Another ver
sion has Baller finding the coin in his own jar of Lincoln Cents. 
Regardless of how he obtained it, Baller sent the coin to the 
Department of the Treasury for examination and authentication. 
The Treasury sent the coin back to Baller with an official Jetter 
stating that, following a careful examination, the coin was 
deemed to be genuine. Such a letter is incredibly important - it 
lends official, government credence to the coin (after all, who 
better Lo tell if a coin is real or not than the people who made 
it?). Second, the letter is a valuable piece of evidence, admissible 
in any court proceeding. 
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To enhance the coin's standing, representa
tive Choate took the bold step in 2002 of submitting the coio to 
the Secret Service's Counterfeit Division for a reexamination and 
evaluation. For the second time, the coin was examined careful
ly (perhaps even more diligently the second Ume around), and 
the coin was again deemed to be genuine. 

The Secret Service's conclusion reads as follows: "Although 
the submitted 1959-D Lincoln Cent (Exhibit QI) exhibits the wheat 
reverse, instead of the Mint specified memorial reverse, the sub
mitted coin exhibits physical characteristics, such as device detail, 
metal flow, die polish, thickness, diameter, ma.5s and composition, 
consistent with genuine 1958/59 Lincoln cents. Further, the submit
ted Lincoln/wheal cent does no/ exhibit any indications of alter
ations to the date or evidence of edge alteration, indicating that the 
submitted coin was a result of combining two genuine coins. 
Additionally, no characteristics associated with cou11terfeit coins, 
such as tool marks, file marks, raised metal or unusual oxidation 
("toning") were observed." 

Whether intentionally or unintentionally, the examiners left 
themselves a bit of wiggle room by adding the following sen
tence: "In the absence of any evidence that the submitted 1959-D 
Lincoln/wheat cent (Exhibit QJ) is not consistent with having been 
manufactured by the US Mint, the coin was determined to be a gen
uine mule cent." 

Armed with this new support for the coin, Choate and the 
syndicate consigned the coin to the September 23-24, 2002 auction 
held by Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles, Inc. of Beverly 
Hills, California. The coin was a featured Item in the catalog, gar
nering a full page of photos plus nearly three full pages of text. 
However, after expending such extensive verbiage attempting to 
convince potential buyers of the coin's authenticity, the house 
added the following caveat: "The property is not guaranteed to be 
authentic, and is marketable as is, and can not be returned." The 
pre-sale estimate was pegged at a conservative $25,000 and up. 

Unfortunately, the sale never took place. Less than two 
hours before the coin was scheduled to cross the block, the 
Goldbergs withdrew the coin from lhe sale based on claims by 
Mark Hofmann that he had made the coin. Coincidentally, the 
1959-D Wheat Ears Reverse Lincoln Cent appeared in 1986, the 
same year in which Hofmann was arrested for murder! 
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Naturally, Hofmann's claims have only fueled the controver
sy concerning this incredible rarity. (Editor's Note: Details remain 
sketchy, but Hofmann's claim to creating the 1959-Cent originat
ed in a letter from prison to his sister. Hofmann subscribes to the 
journal Coin World, read of the pending sale of the Penny, and 
bragged that this was one of bis early works. Now ... Hofmann 
knows his mall is read by prison officials and certainly appreci
ated that this claim would be investigated. The veracity of his 
statement remains in question.] 

The Secret Service has reopened the case, reportedly inter
viewing Hofmann, and reexamining the coin in light of the new 
disclosures. Can Hofmann be believed? Could he have pos
sessed the technology to c.reate a near-perfect counterfeit? Has 
the Lincoln Cent series ever been this exciting? 

HOFMANN'S PHfLOSOPHY ON COUNTERFEITING 
Mark Hofmann was a master technician. Before creating his 

fakes, he researched them thoroughly, not only to minimize 
errors but to make them more believable. He knew paper, he 
knew how to mix old inks, he knew how to artificially age docu
ments, he knew period writing styles, and he knew how to bring 
his lakes to market in such believable ways that many knowl
edgeable collectors and dealers were fooled. More importantly, 
he knew people and how to play them. 

Hofmann's success as a counterfeiter may have been based 
not so much on the technical perfection of his creations but how 
they were perceived by potential buyers and forensic experts. 
This attitude is reflected in his philosophy (in his own words) on 
counterfeiting: " .. .it's not so much what is genuine and what isn't 
as what people believe is genuine." 

Hohnann was careful to make his fakes, especially the cre
ative, unprecedented ones, as close to the historical record as 
possible: " ... the idea ... was more to keep it in harmony with what 
I thought potentially genuine, discoverable type documents may 
say. In other words, to make it fit the history as accurately as 
possible so that I wouldn't be found out..." 

Hofmann was proud of his creations and bis ability to fool 
the experts. In some cases, he was even disappointed when his 
fakes were not scrutinized properly: "I thought they would put it 
through more strenuous testing than they did. As far as being 
disappointed, I don't know. Well, perhaps in a way I was disap
pointed because I wanted, in a way, to fool the experts." 

Hofmann's approach to counterfeiting was daring, to say the 
least. He often used the buyer's own resources against them. In the 
case of the Salamander letter, Hofmann duped the Mormon Church 
after conducting research in their Church Historian's Office, their 
microfilm, their Library, and their Genealogical Library. 

Hofmann's philosophy was simple: "authentication is not 
being able to find out that it's not authentic." ,iv--, 

[POSTSCRIPT: As we go to press, we hear that the Secret Service 
has decided to stand by their position that the 1959-D is, indeed. 
genuine. We're not sure whether the Secret Service actually inter
viewed Hofmann to determine his involvement with the coin, lf they 
were blocked from doing so by his lawyer. or if Hofmann recanted 
his earlier claims. Regardless, the coin will now be re-offered as a 
genuine piece by Goldberg Coins in their February 24rd auction. ls 
tl1e 1959-D Wheat Reverse Cent genuine? As we learn more about 
this fascinating story, we'll keep our readers informed.] 
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THE TOP SIX LINCOLN CENTS 

Most Lincoln Cents are very common. However, the fol
lowing coins are unusual (and valuable) exceptions: 

• 1974 Aluminum Cent. In 1974, the U.S. Mint experimented with vari
ous metals as alternatives to the increasingly expensive copper being 
used to produce Cents. A number of 1974 Cents were made In alu
minum and distributed to various government officials for examination. 
All of the coins were supposed to have been returned - most were, but 
a few weren't. They are currently illegal to own and subject to confisca
tion. but If they ever became legal. they would easily be one of the most 
valuable Lincoln Cents. 
• 1959-0 Wheat Ears Reverse. If accepted as real. this coin wlll have no 
problem hitting the six-figure mark. perhaps becoming tha most valu
able Lincoln Cent! 
• 1943 Copper Cent. Because of World War II. copper was diverted to 
the war effort and the cents were made of zinc-plated steel. However. a 
few pieces were made on leftover copper blanks, creating a modern. 
valuable rarity. The finest example known has already broken the 
$100,000 level at auction. 
• 1955 Doubled Die. This curious coin exhibits clear doubling of most 
of the details on the front of the coin. The doubling was not discovered 
until most of the coins had been placed into circulation, so most exam· 
pies are well worn. However, they remain a favorite with collectors. High 
grade examples are very rare and valuable. 
• 1909-S VDB. In 1909. when the Lincoln Cent made its first appear
ance, the designer; Victor David Brenner. placed his initials at the bot
tom of the back of the coin. Despite precedents on other coins, the pub
lic objected to Brenner's vain display and forced the removal of the ini
tials later in 1909. Because of the change, the 1909 Cents from the San 
Francisco Mint with Brenner's initials were struck in limited quantities. 
Of the Top Six Lincoln Cents, these are the most affordable. 
• 1922 "Plain'. In 1922, Lincoln Cents were made only at the Denver 
Mint. As usual, the Denver Mint coins bore a small ·o· mint mark 
beneath the date on the front of the coin. However, on a few coins. 
grease or dirt filled the mint mark so that the letter did not appear on the 
actual coin, thus creating a 'Plain" 1922 Penny that simulated the Cents 
struck at the Philadelphia Mint (where no mint marks were placed on 
the coins). This ls a famous, valuable. old-Ume rarity. 

SOURCES: 
Fooling The Church And The Experts. http://www.utlm.org/online
books/trackingconfessions3.htm 
A Guide Book of United States Coins 2003 by R.S. Yeoman. New York, 
St. Martin's Press 
CoinFacts - The Internet Encyclopedia and Price Guide of United States 
Coins website, http://www.coinfacts.com 
The Authoritative Reference on Uncoln Cents by John Wexler and Kevin 
Flynn, 1996, Rancocas, NJ. KCK Press 
Coin World, 718102: 9/30/02: 10/14/02; Sidney, OH, Amos Press 
The Pre-Long Beach Auction. September 23-24, 2002, Ira & Larry 
Goldberg Coins & Collectibles. Inc., Beverly Hills, CA 

(Ron Guth has been active In numismatics for over three decades as 
both a collector, dealer, and auctioneer, participating In the sale of more 
than S1 oo million worth of rare coins. He is the author of Coin CollecUno 
For Dummies, co-author of The 100 Greatest American Coins. and a 
contributor to works on diverse subjects ranging from U.S. Hall Cents 
to German coins. He collects Bavarian 'Madonna' Thalers (Sliver Dollar 
sized coins) and Civil War era paper Items relating to the Federal Draft. 
He owns and operates the CoinFacts website as a free resource for U.S. 
coin collectors. In his 'spare· time, he provides catalog descriptions. 
research and authentication services for Early American History 
Auctions, Inc.) 
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THE BOGUS PROCLAMATION 
Perhaps the most disingenuous Lincoln declared that "it becomes a 

aspect of DiLorenzo's discussion of press nation carefully to scrutinize its line of Timothy H. Bakken 
suppression is his use of the following conduct, humbly to approach the Throne 

M
any historians and polemicists, quote to introduce the chapter: "'You will of Grace, and meekly to Implore forgive-
especially those of a "states' take possession by military force, of the ness, wisdom, and guidance," and noted 
rights" or Southern point of view, printing establishments of the New York that for "reasons known only to Him, it 
have excoriated the Presidential World and Journal of Commerce ... and has been decreed that this country 
administration of Abraham prohibit any further publication thereof... should be the scene of unparalleled out-
Lincoln for riding roughshod over You are therefore commanded forthwith rage, and this nation the monumental suf-

the United States Constitution and Bill of to arrest and imprison ... the editors, pro- ferer of the nineteenth century. With a 
Rights. Almost inevitably. his defenders prietors and publishers of the aforesaid heavy heart, but an undiminished confi-
have taken the ground of military neces- newspapers.' - Order from Abraham dence in our cause, I approach the per-
slty: no president before nor since has Lincoln to General John Dix, May 18, formance of a duty rendered imperative 
had to fight a great civil war, with ene- 1864.'' The use of this quote is mislead- by my sense of weakness before [the] 
mies and enemy sympa- ........ ------:---:-:--~----;.i almighty, and of justice to the people." He 
thizers scattered amongst ~ ( ' ;;pdJ!a.l' !.._ ____ ~-:--, --

1
------=-~--.:_ then declared that 

the loyal populace, and dis- - ... -~ t , , ''J", !f. =-9~•, .~ "the first Virginia cam-
tinguishable from them ...,.....,. ~to/ t; •. ,P .c,_:t 4 ';,, c ,.:n<> Y ldj""'· paign under Lieut. 
only in the event of overt ~ --- ½ • n1u,j5,n I<- Gen. Grant, in whom I 
acts or statements. '\, l.,t.~~·tl\J,~~ ~ have every confidence, 

\ 
... u . .._..._,.1,\,., \4., Q.vv-t.~\.. t""'".,._ ,,...,\,t" \\.~~, ~ ,."'-.:....rt...---:-b.nflvt;..,1'"N"~ 

At the present time, .. ~ \\ \'· \YI , , "'· .... ~'!~~, ...... "-"-'"""''"Ii-.. and ... whose courage 
f.-.\. ~ ,, ='·\ • • '""". -.•..\'\ 'Vw,-.,U "'"'-;i \~4•• \:....\, n. ' 

when so many people both ,,. """" ~ "'· ,.. ' '-' r"""' and lidelity the people "' "'"" .c.,~.._ .. ,_. • ~ ,~..1 ·,, \\¥":'":'-:"."- ·~ •h1w> ,,,~ ... 1>».J,. 
in and out of government ~.l\..,'-,1.,.'"' \n..\"~1." "~ ,.. :..,.;.:,.,,_.,.,.-.,~ .• \n.•--~- .• ~. dowelltobonor,isvir-

~-.,..,1 "'"""'"""-''' ..... .,,.- "'-'v.? <:,,... . '·" ' "'-·• \"'""- -· ,----
seem prepared to compro- I", ii-- .._, .. :,. • ~ ... w-~ ,_... \.,. ....... ~~:;"'' ¥~~~....._"'. I~.\~..-_.,'\ t: tually closed. He has 
mise rights and liberties in ~.~::'.".~:= ~~;:,: \...,..,~ \n•~ 1. _ • , • ~-1..._ "•~;:e. ... ..i."1<\,•·. conducted his great 

- ~ u,.,Jl,.. -.\t.,.\. u. """" 'o ,...,_ ........... ..._..:;.;;~4"",i,;jW(I..... .o the name of lighting terror- , ~•,._ - ..... __ ..A'j ~ • , 1. ;1,,. • ' .... .._.._t,, enterprise with discreet 
'f"""'l''- \, 11,., ..,,_~ - I - ~...\.l..t,X.....ar, -t, .,._ ,_,.~ "-

ism. it is noteworthy that ~ ..,._,_} '\.~•' ....ss.. \~ t-- 1>-<;_'j ~ 1.. 61...._..._ ~. ,.__ ~M-~ i. ,c... ability, He has crippled 
comparable issues nearly a , .,....c." °""..._,'(;,, ,,~\;;\. ,...,_ ..... • "'"''""" { u.... \.c..~\... \I.., .. "'--':a... ')J.& •• their strength and 

~ \\. \\M.\:..,,\>o'.""-\. (J.\'1..,_,,~-,,"""-{- kll. \ . - "'l~y,-
hundred and forty years old • ...,h-..' ~•\•" v , ...... 1,,...,, cJ,'\~•· 1• ., ..:..-• ,~"'"•'-'~£ 'l•u...._,........--~.::i......_ ~" 1 defeated their plans." 

>\\wL '\o•• "'- - 1•v', c.l. ...J. ._.,.,,,., W"- :;;::;:t, , 
still arouse passionate argu- ~•·'·, f"'"'" ut,m,~t-,, 14~\._,,~"-'", .... h "'""'"'"''""'' But, in view "of the situ-

~~ w,..i!,., ,.!:I -s· ·t: ~--lk- ,,v)4... ~ ~ rneot. A current example is ::;,~ "'-· 1.~"..i,;:::.,- d ... ,tv-••- alion in Virginia, the dis-
The Real Lincoln - A New ~ .... <•""\ \-~ aster at Red River, the delay at 
Look at Abraham Lincoln, His Never-before published copies of Stanton's Charleston, and the general state of the 
Agenda, and an Unnecessary War (Forum, original drafts for the suppression of the New York country, I... do hereby recommend that 
2002) by Thomas J. Dilorenzo, a polemic papers which printed the bogus proclamation. Thursday, the 26th day of May, A.D. 1864, 
which revisits most of the controversial be solemnly set apart... as a day of fast-
actions of Lincoln's administration. ing, humiliation and prayer." Further, 

In one chapter, entitled "Was Lincoln ing, not only because Dilorenzo does not considering "the present condition of 
a Dictator?" including a sub-chapter on otherwise discuss the case, but because public affairs ... an extraordinary occa-
"Suppression of the Press", DiLorenzo its facts actually rather vitiate his argu- sion," with 100,000 Federal troops near-
accuses Lincoln of regarding his newspa- ment: Lincoln himself does not seem to ing expiration of their service. he called 
per critics as "enemies" and using "mili- have been unduly concerned by the for 400,000 volunteers "in order to sup-
tary force to shut down dozens of news- offenses of the World and Journal of press the existing rebellious combina-
papers and arrest and imprison their edi- Commerce, he permitted the papers to tions, and to cause the due execution of 
tors." He declares that Lincoln "allowed reopen just two days after they were shut the laws." Should any state fail of meeting 
his military and his supporters to down, and their editors, proprietors and their respective volunteer quota by the 
destroy paper after paper," a claim which publishers were neither arrested nor 15th of June, the requisite number of men 
ignores the fact that almost every such imprisoned. would "be raised by an immediate and 
instance was accomplished by mobs, The troubles of the World and the peremptory draft... I appeal to all loyal cit-
civil and/or military. At the very least this Journal of Commerce began on the morn- izens to favor, facilitate and aid this eUort 
retroactively burdens Lincoln with ing of May 18, 1864, when they published to maintain the honor, the integrity and 
microresponsibility, as though he could a proclamation signed by President the existence of the National Union, and 
have foreseen and forestalled rioting and Lincoln and Secretary of State William H. the perpetuity of popular government..." 
was personally culpable for the beliefs Seward, addressed to "Fellow Citizens of Anyone following the news was 
and actions of every soldier in his army the United States" and datelined from the aware of the issues to which Lincoln 
and of every citizen constituent. Executive Mansion the previous day. In it referred. Grant's Virginia Campaign had 
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recently suffered heavy casualties and 
ultimate defeat in the Wilderness (the 
World and Journal of Commerce had 
accused the General of "butchery" and 
"brutality," of sending boys into battle "at 
the behest of a President who demanded 
victories with an eye on re-elecllon in 
November"). the stalemated battles 
around Spotsylvania Court House were 
just concluding, Federal movements had 
been stymied by heavy rains, at 
Charleston the bombardment of Fort 
Sumter was fruitless, and the Red River 
campaign had borne negative results and 
delayed more important plans to proceed 
against Mobile. 

The proclamation was altogether dis
heartening, appearing as it did to be a 
Presidential admission of hopelessness. 
It was. In fact, a forgery. The administra
tion seems to have first been alerted to it 
by a telegram from New York, received at 
the War Department at JO A.M. on the 
18th. It quoted the proclamation as given 
in the World and asked "Is it genuine?" At 
11 :35 A.M., the office of Secretary of State 
William H. Seward received a similar 
inquiry from Maj. Gen. John A. Dix In New 
York. Seward immediately conferred with 
Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton: both 
men were incensed. According to 
Secretary of the Navy Edward Bates, who 
heard the account from Seward, the latter 
asked Stanton if the World and the 
Journal of Commerce "had been shut up ... 
[and] said the papers had been pub
lished a minute too long, and Stanton 
said If he and the President directed, they 
should be suspended. Seward thought 
there should be no delay." Seward at 
once issued a public statement denounc
ing the proclamation as "an absolute 
forgery" and Stanton telegraphed Dix 
that it was "a base and treasonable 
forgery." This was shortly followed by a 
telegraphed order from "A Lincoln" call
ing upon Dix to arrest the management of 
the two offending papers and suspend 
their publication; this was sent before 
12:30 P.M., at which lime Seward cabled 
his London and Paris ministers news of 
the suppression order. 

The controversial and oft-quoted 
directive read, in full: 
Whereas, there has been wickedly and trai
torously printed and published this morn
ing i11 the New York World and New York 
Journal of Commerce. newspapers printed 
and published in the city of New York, a 
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false and spurious proclamation purport
ing to be signed by 1he President and to be 
countersigned by the Secretary of State, 
which publication is of a treasonable 
nature, designed to give aid and comfort to 
the enemies of the United Stales and to the 
rebels now at war against the Government, 
and their aiders and abettors, you are, 
therefore, hereby commanded forthwith to 
arrest and imprison in any fort or military 
prison in your command the editors, pro
prietors, and publishers of the aforesaid 
newspapers, and all such persons as, after 
public notice has been given of the false
hood of said publication, print and publish 
the same, with intent to give aid and com
fort to the enemy, and you will hold the per
sons so arrested in close custody until they 
can be brought to trial before a milltary 
commission for their offense. You will also 
take possession, by military force, of the 
printing establishments of the New York 
World and Journal of Commerce and hold 
the same until further orders, and prevent 
any further publication therefrom. 

Dix acknowledged receipt ol this 
order in a late afternoon telegram to 
Stanton but sounded a temperate note, 
stating that the "gross fraud... was 
admirably calculated to deceive ... None 
of the responsible editors of either of the 
papers was present. As soon as the edi
tors of the World discovered the fraud 
they announced it on their bulletin ... 1 
think the authors will be detected, and ... 
1 shall in that case arrest and imprison 
them for trifling in so infamous a manner 
with the authority of the Government and 
the feelings of the community .. ." He 
added that he would execute the arrest 
order upon the management of the 
papers "unless the foregoing information 
shall be deemed sufficient by the 
President to suspend it until my investi
gation is concluded." To this Stanton 
replied with some asperity (and, one sus
pects, without consulting Lincoln): "The 
President's telegram was an order ... 
which 1 think It was your duty to execute 
Immediately upon its receipt. I have no 
further orders to give you." Dix respond
ed that there would "be no delay in the 
execution ... unless I hear from you before 
the guards are ready," thus giving Stanton 
a second chance to reconsider. Al first, 
he didn't, responding somewhat angrily 
that a "great national crime has been 
committed by the publication ... You were 
not directed to make any investigation, 
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but to execute the Presidents order ... 
How you can excuse or justify delay ... is 
not for me to determine." A couple of 
hours later he relented, alter receiving 
information that seemed to exonerate the 
New York publishers. He telegraphed Dix: 
"You may suspend action against them 
until developments are made." This order 
came just in time. Dix's soldiers had 
already seized the newspaper printing 
offices and were preparing to arrest the 
editors, proprietors and publishers, 
while a steamer was wailing to haul lhem 
to Fort Lafayette In Boston harbor, the 
common place of confinement for civilian 
and "political" prisoners. Agreeing that the 
publishers were innocent, Dix told Stanton 
"I shall... suspend the order as to them. but 
shall keep possession of their printing 
offices until you otherwise direct..." 

The suppression order caused a 
greater stir than the document which was 
already becoming known as the "bogus 
proclamation." Decried by both friend 
and foe, most understandably so by the 
press, the New York Daily News opined 
that the "idea that anyone connected 
with these journals had anything to do 
with the forgery ... is too preposterous to 
be entertained by any sane mind," while 
the more administration-friendly New 
York Tribune thought "no journal should 
be punished for a mistake which might 
have been very Innocently committed by 
the most loyal paper in the land." The 
suppression order quickly became fod
der for Lincoln's political opposition, fur
ther darkening prospects for his re-elec
tion later that year. The fundamental crit
icism - sounded many times since - was 
typified by U.S. Senator Lazarus W. 
Powell of Kentucky, who on May 26th 
submitted a resolution calling upon bis 
colleagues to censure the suppression as 
"an act unwarranted in itself, dangerous 
to the cause of the Union, in violation of 
the Constitution, and subversive of the 
principles of civil liberty ... " 

In the alternoon of the 19th, an open 
telegram to Lincoln signed by the editors 
and/or publishers of New York's biggest 
papers - the Tribune, Express, Herald, and 
Sun - explained how the bogus proclama
tion had been circulated amongst them 
under guise of being a regular Associated 
Press dispatch, and how an "ingenious 
rogue" familiar with the process "could, 
by selecting his time and opportunity, 
easily impose upon the editors or com-

continued on next page 
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positors tile most wicked and fraudulent 
reports." Although some of the signers 
had no love lost for the World or Journal 
of Commerce, they asserted that the edi
tors and proprietors ol those papers 
"were innocent of any knowledge of 
wrong in the publication," pointed out 
that the suspension of the two papers 
had awakened "editors and publishers ... 
&c., to the propriety of Increased vigi
lance in their... duties," and asked 
Lincoln to rescind the suppression order. 

This appeal was followed the next 
day by word that the author of the bogus 
proclamation had been arrested. He was 
Joseph Howard, Jr., a newspaper 
reporter already well known to many 
readers as "Howard" of the New York 
Times. Gen. Dix reported to Stanton that 
Howard had been transported to Fort 
Lafayette and had made a "very frank ... 
conlession - says it was a stock-jobbing 
operation, and that no person connected 
with the press had any agency in the 
transaction except another reporter ... 
whose arrest J have ordered." Stanton 
responded late in the day, advising that 
this news had been "submitted to the 
President. He directs me to say that 
while, in his opinion, the editors, propri
etors, and publishers of the World and 
Journal of Commerce are responsible for 
what appears in their papers injurious to 
the public service, and have no right to 
shield themselves behind a plea of igno
rance or want of criminal intent. yet he is 
not disposed to visit them with vindic
tive punishment; and hoping they will 
exercise more caution and regard lor the 
public welfare in luture. he authorizes 
you to restore to them their respective 
establishments." Dix did so, before noon 
on May 21st. 

Manton Marble, publisher of the 
World, thundered in print that his paper's 
brief enlorced silence was "more elo
quent than its columns could ever be," 
and rhetorically asked Lincoln whether 
he would have suppressed the pro
administration Times and Tribune had 
they published the lorgery: ''You know 
you would not. II not, why not? Is there a 
different law for your opponents and for 
your supporters?" Subsequent critics 
have found Marble's charge easy to reit
erate, because both the World and the 
Journal of Commerce were "rabidly anti
Lincoln" - a consideration which may 
have ligured into their willingness to 

publish the proclamation in the first 
place, unlike the other, more cauUous 
New York papers. 

Although he was the mastermind of 
the bogus proclamation, Joseph Howard 
had been assisted by a lellow reporter, 
Francis A. Mallison. Both men were at the 
time associated with the Brooklyn Eagle, 
Howard somewhat discontentedly work
ing the city desk. In early May he had 
asked Marble !or a place on his paper. 
"As you are aware I have long sought a 
connection with the World," he wrote. "I 

,osvn UDW ax,, 1U1<,, 'l'llll ronol!ll. 

A portrait of Howard from Harper's Week/y. June 4, 
1864. The periodical called "Mr. Howard's action ... 

in the last degree infamous and dishonorable." 

now desire it earnestly. I am doing well 
here, have entire control of inside mat
ters and am pecuniarily satisfied. But -
the Presidential excitement approaches 
and this mill pond is excessively small. I 
would like exceedingly such a position as 
I lormerly held on the Times ... May I be 
permitted to follow in your train ol con
stant success?" Marble turned him down, 
a rejection that may have set the stage 
for what was to follow. Despite his claim 
of being "pecuniarily satisfied," Howard 
conceived the bogus proclamation plan 
as a way to make money and, perhaps not 
incidentally, embarrass the World. It 
would also, as historian Louis Starr point
ed out, gain Howard "fresh notoriety." 

Howard (1833-1908) was a Brooklyn 
native, educated at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, and had as a young 
man been secretary to Henry Ward 

Beecher, the great pulpit orator, reformer 
and author. Howard entered upon jour
nalism in 1860, lurnishing what Starr 
characterized as "saucy copy" and earn
ing himself one of the first by-lines ever 
granted by the New York Times. Before 
long, Howard was notorious within his 
profession: he originated the false story 
of Abraham Lincoln slinking through 
Baltimore disguised in a Scotch cap and 
"long military cloak" en route to his first 
inauguration; and in order to closely 
report the obsequies of early war hero 
and martyr Gen. Phil Kearny, infiltrated 
the funeral service dressed in a surplice. 
It was also claimed that he once 
telegraphed his copy boy the genealogy 
of Jesus in order to keep the wire open 
and unavailable to rival reporters. 
Despite such transgressions, Howard's 
later career was modestly distinguished 
and honorable. He was published widely 
in the papers of New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco, 
owned and edited the New York Star dur
ing most or the Reconstruction period, 
lectured, and by the turn of the century 
was sufficiently esteemed to be elected 
president of the New York Press Club. He 
wrote a few historical volumes, including 
a biography or his old friend, employer 
and supporter, Henry Ward Beecher. 

The manner in which the bogus 
proclamation got into print was inge
niously simple. It hinged on the methods 
of the Associated Press which, when 
telegraphed news arrived, had it written 
out on manifold tissue paper, with the 
resulting copies sealed in envelopes and 
carried by messenger to each member 
newspaper. Howard persuaded Mallison, 
a former A.P. copyist, to pilfer some ol 
the organization's manifold paper and 
envelopes. On the night of May 17th they 
met at the house of a friend in Brooklyn 
and while Howard dictated, Mallisoa 
wrote down on the "flimsies" the purport
ed proclamation from Abraham Lincoln. It 
was shrewdly worded, unmistakably but 
not blatantly negative in tone, and so calcu
lated as to rattle the markets, depress the 
value of the greenback, and allow the two 
reporters to make a killing in gold. 

Mallison took the completed dis
patches to Manhattan by ferry boat and 
al about 3 A.M. on May 18th got "a well
coached urchin" who "well counterfeited 
the regular messenger of the Associated 
Press" to deliver them. As the group of 
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New York editors who telegraphed 
Lincoln on the 19th explained: "The very 
late hour ... .left no lime for consideration 
as to the authenticity or genuineness of 
the document, and the copy in most of 
the offices was at once cut up ... and given 
into the hands of the compositors ... 
[T]he fraud ... was one which ... was ... very 
liable to have succeeded in any daily 
newspaper establishment in this city." 
The night foreman of the Herald split the 
document into "takes" - short portions 
which a number of compositors could set 
in type simultaneously, to speed the work 
- and ordered a page form opened for a 
"replate.'' a revised printing form. Similar 
operations began at other papers, includ
ing the World. Lorenzo Crouse, night edi
tor of the Times and the only editorial 
man still on duty in the city, became mild
ly suspicious of his copy and queried the 
Tribune, which to his surprise replied 
that they did not have it. This, It turned 
out, was pure chance: Mallison had sent 
his delivery boy to a closed Tribune 
entrance rather than the proper open 
one, and the boy had simply moved on 
when there was no answer to his knock. 
This chance discovery prompted Crouse 
to directly contact the A.P., which 
informed him that the proclamation was 
"false as hell." Thus, by pure luck, the 
Times and Tribune were spared any con
sequences of printing the bogus procla
mation, while the Herald foreman, learn
ing of its spuriousness, dropped it from 
the forrn and destroyed some 20,000 fin
ished copies of the morning edition 
which contained It. Mallison's minion 
delivered the flimsies to the Journal of 
Commerce just as its compositors were 
headed home. Their foreman detained 
several of the men and managed to get 
the proclamation into Lhe last part of the 
paper's print run. Around 8 A.M. the "day 
side" operators of the A.P. - blissfully 
ignorant of what had transpired a few 
hours before - found the proclamation in 
the World and Journal of Commerce and 
proceeded to wire It to member papers 
all over the Union. Even way out west in 
Illinois, Governor Richard Yates learned 
of the proclamation and asked his old 
friend Lincoln if it was genuine, to which 
the President replied by telegraph "If any 
such proclamation has appeared, it is a 
forgery." As soon as it learned the truth, 
the A.P. sent out disclaimers and offered 
a thousand dollar reward for the procla-

mation's perpetrators. World editors Lincoln's letter "I have no objection ii you 
offered $500 of their own, while publisher think it right - and this is a proper time." 
Marble scrambled to get his papers off a and on the 23rd Lincoln appended an 
steamer about to sail for England. This order to: 
was in fact a particular concern of "Let Howard, imprisoned in regard to the 
Secretary Seward; should the bogus bogus proclamation, be discharged." 
proclamation reach the rest of the world, Relayed to Gen. Dix by telegraph the fol-
it would have undesirable consequences, lowing day, Howard was at last free to go 
mainly economic; as Welles wrote in his home. To his credit, he did not forget 
diary on the day the bogus proclamation Mallison, writing the President: "/ have 
appeared, "Gold ... has gone up ... and the once intruded upon your cares to /hank 
cotton loan will advance on the arrival of you for your kindness in granting an order 
the steamer at Liverpool ... It seems to for my release from ... Fort Lafayette & to 
have been a cunningly devised scheme, assure you of my sincere regret at my 
probably by the rebels and the gold spec- folly. .. {P]ermit me to call your attention to 
ulators, ... who are in sympathy with the case once more in behalf of the young 
them." Howard claimed that publication man who was placed there at the same 
on "steamer day" was accidental. time as myself, but who was not included 

With the bogus proclamation thor- in the order for release ... I regret to say that 
oughly exposed and the newspapers certain 'Democratic stumpers' are making 
allowed to reopen, only the fate of the a handle of his continued confinement, tak-
errant journalists remained. While not ing the absurd ground that he is held on 
condemned by a military tribunal as account of his Democratic affiliations. Mr. 
Stanton had threatened, they were kept Mallison has an aged mother dependent 
in Fort Lafayette through midsummer. In upon him, was no deeper (nor so deep) in 
August 1864 Henry Ward Beecher wrote the foolishness ... than I, and has felt very 
John D. Defrees, the printer to Congress, keenly his position & its consequences. 
about the case: "I feel earnestly desirous May I... urge you to direct his immediate 
that this lesson should turn to young discharge ... ?" 
Howard's moral benefit... He was the tool On September 20, 1864, Lincoln wrote 
of... men who turned states evidence and Stanton: "Let Mallison, the bogus procla-
escaped; & .. had only the hope of making mation man, be discharged." 
some money ... & had not foresight or con- ln later years the President's 
sideration enough to perceive the rela- wartime secretaries, John G. Nicolay and 
tions of his act to the public welfare ... He John Hay, were among those who sought 
has been brought up in my parish & to distance their chief lrom the unpopu-
under my eye and is the only spotted Jar arrest and suppression order. They 
child of a large family." even claimed in their biog-
Defrees forwarded this let-~ -i raphy of Lincoln that It had 
ter to Presidential Secretary / ,f' I been issued by Secretary 
John Hay, asking that it be . ,,,,__.....,._...,_~.._.,,dv Stanton without Lincoln's 
brought to Lincoln's atten- £J knowledge, but this is dis-
lion when "he don't seem L ~ proved by the existence in 
much engaged" and adding the National Archives of a 
his own plea for Howard, The actual signature of Joseph copy of the order signed 
whose "release will gratify Howard, Jr. - one that didn't appear and dated in Abraham 
many true lriends. The on the bogus proclamation! Lincoln's own handwriting, 
President has no truer or although with its text indit-
better friend than Beecher..." On August ed by a clerk. Stanton biographer 
22nd Lincoln wrote Stanton: "I very much Fletcher Pratt asserted that the Secretary 
wish to oblige Henry Ward Beecher, by sent off the suppression order without 
releasing Howard; but I wish you to be Lincoln's foreknowledge. The existence 
satisfied when it is done. What say you?" of Lincoln's signed copy does not neces-
This is interesting evidence of Stanton's sarily disprove Pratt's contention: how-
standing in the whole affair. Lincoln, who ever unlikely, it is conceivable that 
could have released Howard with a Stanton sent the order before securing 
stroke ol the pen, was not inclined to do Lincoln's express written permission to 
so without the concurrence of his valued do so. Whatever the case may be, the 
Secretary of War. Stanton endorsed documentary evidence shows Stanton 

continued on next page 
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( doubtless encouraged by Seward) to have 
been the impelling figure of the suppres
sion order, and absent an anti-Lincoln pre
disposition, it is difficult to conclude that 
the President's role was anything other 
than that of a chief executive willing to 
abide by the judgment of his subordinates. 

In U1is regard it should be noted iliat 
many discussions of ilie suppression 
order give the impression - knowingly or 
unknowingly - that Lincoln was its literal 
auilior. The long-lost original draft of the 
document indicates otherwise. 
Illustrated herewith, it is entirely in 
Stanton's handwriting, and furnishes no 
evidence that Lincoln had a hand in its 
composition. Besides its redundancies 
and faintly convoluted phrasing, the 
physical appearance of the manuscript is 
revealing. While Stanton did not possess 
the neatest or plainest hand, his writing 
on this document is particularly hasty 
and agitated, the pages more than ordi
narily covered with blots, excisions and 
interlineations; some words are so rapid
ly penned that they require unusual 
effort to decipher. Analysis of the hurried 
draft shows that it was, at first, very 
peremptory indeed, commencing "Major 
General Dix - You are hereby ordered 
forthwith to arrest and imprison in any 
fort or military prison in your command 
until further order the editors, propri
etors and publishers ... " At this point 
Stanton apparently realized that an 

explanatory paragraph was prudent, and 
on another sheet of paper (now the doc
ument's first page) recommenced with a 
statement about the "wickedly and trai
torously ... published" spurious proclama
tion. The manuscript has been read
dressed, in a clerk's hand "To Maj. Genl. 
Dix commanding at New York." 

The suppression of the World and 
JoUTnal of Commerce and arrest of their 
editors, while draconian, certainly dra
matized the bogus proclamation in a way 
that simple published denial never could 
have done. Considering ilie importance 
of the "hearts and minds" homelront bat
lie in the midst of an immense civil war 
and an age of relatively slow and uncer
tain communications, It is not too diffi
cult to see why the proclamation was 
viewed with alarm, and elicited measures 
to quash it quickly and unmistakably. As 
historians Benjamin P. Thomas and 
Harold Hyman summed it up, the effects 
of the bogus proclamation, if allowed to 
"circulate unchecked, might have threat
ened ilie North's willingness to endure 
the growing casualties which Grant was 
reporting from Virginia." Certainly the 
benefit of the doubt seems to lie wiili 
Edwin M. Stanton and his Commander-in
Chief who, in the heat of the moment and 
in light of the two newspapers· proven 
antagonism, could have had no certainty 
that the bogus proclamation was not part 
of a more sinister or larger plot - as 

indeed it was, although a plot intended 
only for personal gain and not for the 
benefit of the rebel enemy. 

Lincoln's critics, even with the noto
rious advantage of hindsight, almost 
never address the question of how a gen
eral civil war - or any sizeable war -
could be fought and won in a manner 
wholly consistent with the ordinary 
preservation of constitutional rights and 
civil liberties. That, like many other ques
tions of checks and balances, is one iliat 
seems destined to always be with us. """' 
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ABRAHAM LINCOIN STAllJFS CREATED BY A~ 

Arvid Fairbanks posed with his wall<, 
now in New Salem Village. 

A New Limited Edition Work 
Authored by the Artist's Son 

A profusely illustrated book with 150 
photographs, many in color, about the process 
for creating fine historical statuary; with back

ground information, modeling, casting and place-
ment of heroic monuments and significant por

traits. This limited first edition, 170 pages bound 
in cloth, is available - while limited number 

remains - for $29.50 (plus $2.50 shipping) from: 

Fairbanks Art and Books 
2607 Vining Street 

Bellingham, WA 98226-43230 
"M the Cross Roads of Decision" 

Lincoln in New Salem Village. 
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SAN FRANCISCO: 
THE UNCOLN STATUE THAT IS 

Robert J Chandler 

T o conclude my trilogy on Lincoln 
statues in San Francisco, appropri
ately on February 12, 2002, I took 
out the old Leica on a quest to dis
cover how the "Statue that Never 

Was" merged witl1 the "Statue that Was" 
to become "The Statue Lhat Is." 

A bronze statue of Lincoln sits out
side City Hall. The base inscription, ln 
ornate capital letters, solved the mystery 
of the three statues: 

LINCOLN 
ERECTED BY PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION 

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE LINCOLN 
MONUMENT LEAGUE REPRESENTING 
THE GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC 
& THE LINCOLN GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO 

MCMXXVII 

A remark in The Rail Splitter led me 
to acquire F. Lauriston Bullard's ~ 
in Marble and Bronze (1952), which fur
nished the following details. 

On April 18, 1906, an 8.3 earthquake 
shattered San Francisco, setting ilie city 
ablaze. One casualty was Lincoln 
Grammar School, named for the Civil War 
president during ilie waning days of his 
first administration, and its 1866 Lincoln 
statue standing out front. ln an instant, 
ilie first school in ilie nation named for 
Abraham Lincoln and similarly, the first 
statue erected in his memory disap
peared; however, the memory of neiilier 
vanished. 

The school's graduates included 
prominent San Franciscans who held 
great pride in their alma mater. Prowling 
among the ruins on Fifth Street near 
Market Street in 1906, carpenter Frank H. 
DeGuerre picked up one of Lincoln's fin
gers, the only remnant of Pietro 
Mezzara's 1866 statue to survive. 

In February 1909, appropriately coin
ciding with the centennial of Lincoln's 
birth, David Belasco (1853-1931), a mem
ber of the first graduating class jn 1871, 
returned to San Francisco. On February 
24, classmates Assistant U.S. Treasurer 
Thomas P. Burns, brass founder Joseph 
Greenberg, attorney Ariliur L. Levinsky, 

and book publisher 
Alexander M. Robertson 
brought together 
alumni who had grad
uated 39 years previ
ously in a celebratory 
banquet at the 
Bismarck Cafe at 
Fourtl1 and Market. 

This gathering for 
Belasco, an actor, 
author ("Madame 
Butterfly" 1900; and 
"Girl of the Golden 
West" 1905), and the- L-~_......:::.,.;.____:........:;;;;.;....:a::::,,,i 

ater manager, led lo the formation of ilie whose efforts in 1897 to build a lasting 
Lincoln Grammar School Association. Lincoln monument went "bust." The 
The group began literally as an "Old Grand Army of the Republic's efforts con-
Boys' Club"; candidates seeking member- tributed $10,000; the Lincoln Grammar 
ship had to have been out of Lincoln School Association added $15.000. To 
School for at least 39 years! match words with deeds, in 1923, lhe 

At the second annual meeting, on League commissioned Haig Patigian 
Lincoln's birtliday, DeGuerre presented (1876-1950) to sculpt Lincoln for $25,000. 
the association with a gavel fashioned A skilled and popular artist, 
from ilie finger of Mezzara's statue. Patigian's works include bronze statues 

Forty years from founding, on and busts of President William McKinley 
February 12, 1949, ilie Lincoln Grammar (1906), Arcata, California; General "Black 
School Association's 250 members dedl- Jack" Pershing (1921). San Francisco; 
cated a plaque: President Herbert Hoover (1928), at 

ON THIS SITE STOOD 
LINCOLN GRAMMAR SCHOOL 

FIRST TO BE SO NAMED 
IN FRONT OF WHICH WAS ERECTED 

THE FIRST STATUE OF THE 
MARTYRED PRESIDENT 

Stanford University; the Reverend 
Thomas Starr King (1931) in the National 
Statuary Hall, Washington, D.C.; and the 
Volunteer Firemen (1933), San Francisco. 

On February 12, 1928, seventy-four 
years before my walk to City Hall, Haig 
Patigian dedicated this statue of our six-

However, in 1988 the plaque disap- teenth President - "a quiet man, a thinker, 
peared during the construction of ,.,I-,_-:...,...,...,~-. ..,,...:.--c.;.;-,~~:a.-:-......,.....,.....-, a man whose natur-
the massive San Francisco Shopping al manner and kind-
Ceotre. A replacement marker drops /y face were out-
the historical significance of the growths of his innate 
Lincoln School to emphasize that. in strength of character 
1906, the School Board leased the and confidence of 
site for commercial use witb "the purpose." "?" 
provision and foresight that the 
income derived from this property 
would benefit the public school stu
dents of San Francisco." 

In 1918, under the lead of aging 
war veterans and younger school 
graduates, Lincoln lovers came ~,-,L.- __ 

together as ilie Lincoln Monument 
League, a successor - of sorts - to 
the association with the same name t:JLL...J___..__,_..._ ...... ~LL.1= 

Salle tor one extant 
CDV, this is the only 

record of a monumen
tal work - a sketch of 

Mezzara's statue, 
destroyed in the great 
earthquake of 1906. 
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In The Markeq~lace S tuart Lutz ls a young autograph dealer who 
exhibits at Connecticut and New York metro
politan area book, paper, and autograph ~ 
shows. He has been active in the autograph 

field for more than ten years and is a published 
author of numerous significant articles and 
research studies related to the field. Operating out 

~''""/.r,~,. ;i New Hampshire Rail Splitter Russell Vaughn contacted us 
- ,f--,.,,...,,:,f_,.,,. early in February about the sale of a Lincoln Inaugural train 

~~:z:; ~;:. ✓, pass. Offered by Hap Moore Auctions of York, ME unlike 
• •N.✓.'i:_,, two examples to come onto the market in the last few years, this 

of Jersey City, NJ, he has issued his very first fixed
price catalog. We wish him luck on this endeavor. 
The very last item In the catalog, priced at a rea
sonable S350. is a Letter Signed by Secretary of 
State Wilham Seward, November 23, 1865, written 
shortly after returning to work following the 
attempt on his life. "Your interesting and kind letter 

!~- "' J_ example was ·unengrossed" - left blank - without the manu-
-- -- -- script addition of a passenger's name or specific date and train 

information. While the two other specimens had some minor 
faults, both selling at about the S800 level, the addition of pas
senger and travel information (demonstrating actual use) 

I 
enhanced the value. Examples that were not filled in may have 
been given away as souvenirs after the 1861 train ride to 
Washington. Others, we suspect, originate from the collection of 

of the 6th instant, has been received and attentive-
ly perused. If I followed my inclination I should 
reply to your communication at length but I am 
constrained from the disposition by the duties of 

the American Bank Note Company, the historic engravers of 
money, currency, certificates, and cards of this sort. Their green 11ourish design on the back o1 the card 
is typical of such items. In 1990, Christie's sold off the archive of American Bank Note that included 
historic ephemera, printer's samples and artwork. This ticket wasn't "passed" - selling for S1, 100. 

my posruon which oblige me to be brief ,n my 
acknowledgment... The sympathy which you are 
pleased to extend to myself and family is cherished 
as a precious evidence of your regard." 

I f you can pick up '/ 
a Lincoln note 
these days at a 
well-publicized ..-:c...-~=.t ..... .;.._...i 

auction for "well under the money," there may be 
a reason. Boos Gallery of Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
sold this piece a few days before Thanksgiving. 
The winning bid was $1,500. Only one problem: 
it just ain't right. Always use Judicious discretion 
in such Instances and try your best to verify the 
"correctness" of an Item ii possible 

I n the world of graphic arts, the ornithological 
works of John J. Audubon are highly prized. 
(By the way, all his original watercolors are 
housed in the New York Historical Society.) 

The Old Print Shop of NYC has for sale a mag-
nificent 24 x 36" chromoltthograph from 1861 
entitled Constitut,on-Union. (While-Headed 
Eagle). It was published by Jacob Pentz and lith
ographed by J. Bien, the man who printed a port

A lderfer's In Hatfield, PA (northwest of Philadelphia In 
Berks County "antique country") held a two-day sale in 
December. The "feature" of the event was a collection of 

items from the family of Gen. George Gordon Meade. A great deal 
of ephemera was offered related to Meade and his son and grand
son - all military men. This included Meade's original baptismal 
certificate from Cadiz, Spain. The star attractions. however. were 

two military commissions signed by 
Lincoln. One promoted Meade to the rank 
of brigadier general and came in its origi
nal japanned-tin container. Estimated at 
$40,ooo-60,000, it realized $47,000 (with 
buyer's). The other commission raised 
Meade to the rank of Major General. 
Expected to bnng S15,000-20,000, It "rose 
through the ranks" to reach the high end of the 
estimate. Also In this auction - initially cataloged 
as a "signed photograph," the auctioneer correcting the description with a pre-sale 

announcement that the carte had simply been ink-identified m another hand - was this Brady study of 
Robert Todd Lincoln. It sold for a whopping $4,620 (including buyer's premium) to a telephone bidder. Who 
knows what other great historical Items are still In private hands, awaiting the light of day? 

folio edition of Audubon's wildlife watercol----L.:====-=========:::::;:;;;::=::::;------------------~ 
ors. The cataloger relates· "A rare and 
unusual variation of John James Audubon's 
White-Headed Eagle. We are aware of at 
least one other variation o1 this image where 
the bird sits on a cannon with a stack of 
cannon balls behind him. Audubon's name 
does not appear anywhere on the print; 
however. the bird is Audubon's composi
tion." Whrle this colorful and patriotic Civil 
War print would inspire many of us to lay 
out "some real coin", it will come as no sur
prise to those in the world of art and illustration 
that the asking price on this example Is S75.000. 

... ..., 
JOHNSON. 

Courtesy of e-Bay: an 1880s Uncoln Bodyguard ribbon, S31 O; 
and an 1864 campaign ribbon with a great slogan, $6.400. 
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J ones & Horan Auction Team 
of Goffstown, NH specializes 
in watches and jewelry. Their 

October sale had a Lincoln memor
ial pocket watch. The watch was 

produced by the American Watch 
- Co., had inexpensive works, and was 

--- encased in an 18kt hunter case. ...._ __ __:__ _ _..,, 

The case was beautifully enameled and ~ 
featured the Apotheosis of Lincoln on one ' 1 

,,.. 

side (after a widely-distributed CDV) and ,- -
the owner's initials (S.L) on the other. The 
auctioneer opined that the original owner 
may have been someone of notoriety or 
someone closely connected with Lincoln. Whatever! ("Next!!") Estimated 
at $3,Q00-4,000, this commemorative timepiece chimed in at $2,400. 

B ruce Gimelson of Garrison, NY advertises 
artwork, manuscripts and historic 

Americana for sale in major antique journals. A 
recent ottering: this "Heroic Bronze Bust of 
General Ulysses S. Grant in the Uniform of a Four
Star General by Henry Kirke Brown" (copyrighted 
1885). Standing 71/2" high, it Is priced al $3,800. 

lexander Autographs of Greenwich, CT had the usual assortment of inter
esting autographs and manuscripts in their November sale. An 1862 Letter 
Signed by John Ericsson, builder of the Ironclad Monitor, addressed to the 
Editor of the [NY] Evening Post attempts to inform the public and set the 

record straight. " ... Permit me to correct the erroneous impression produced by 
your notice of my iron-dad battery, that I am superintending its construction in 
behalf of Messrs. Bushnell & Co. The fact is, that I am constructing the battery for 
the United States Government, to my own plans approved by a Special board of 
naval officers, under an agreement entered into with the Secretary of the Navy, 
dated October 4, 1861..." (So much for military secrecy I!) Hammer: $3,250. Two 
inscribed books owned by Mary Lincoln while in the White House, a two-volume 
set of Eugene Aram by English "spiritualist fiction" • 
writer Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, sold for $5,500. 
(Alexander's sold a similar set by Lytton, Ille. 
Disowned. four years ago for $15,000 making this set 
a relative bargain!) A signed CDV of U. S. Grant, an 

_____ unusual portrait, 
, &&..f.- a;,-.,. -- no Imprint but 

" "!~-~ ::::,"' quite handsome, 
'~ - • ·-· J.c, realized $2,300. _____ ,......."_ 

~· r. - '--"------'--

ii~~ ,7li7 ~;;;; 
r·'r' -~,... 

Fi~J- _j ~..__: >,,-,1 
I -~-:f-Jf J.,.,.J l ,H .L. ,.,., !:.J,3.;.-- -

E 
.,A/ f,., 

arly American History Auctions of La Jolla. CA August sale: a 24 x 28" advertising poster for j,,. ·~ J _ (, 
Kettell's History, incorporating a dynamic equestrian portrait of U. S. Grant --======::...::=; 
reprinting over 40 favorable reviews of the work (unsold against an estimate of oo=:re !".,'•~__,,.,..,~ 

$5-7,000.); two lots of 1863 Civil War letters from New Bern. NC contained disparaging . -s., • • , 
remarks regarding Black recruits: "I saw a Co. of Blacks parading around the streets here in l 1 

Newbern. I guess they wont catch me In the army again if I have got to fight with them ... " and "I -. , ...... , , ... 
don't think they will ever succeed much en/Isling negroes. They will not enlist unless drove to It. 
and then they wont be worth much ... " ($300 and $350 respectively). The October sale contained: 

Confederate sheet music, God Save the Southern Land. To Be Sold tor the Benefit of Soldiers and Needy Families, printed in red and pur
ple and published in Richmond in 1864 (passed); an evangelist's letter from 1860, with original Lincoln & Hamlin campaign enve

u,-. 
Dlltion. ill the murder .,_ .... ,..._., 

lope, complains of the drop-oft in attendance at prayer meetings "I suppose the Polit/cal times have something to do with the slim
ness of the meeting for every Night there is a Torch Light Procession in the streets and many are drawn away with the Multitude, 
but I hope there is a few left who live to meet to sing and pray and tell what god has done for them ... " ($375): another letter from 
1860 is a solicitation from a Chicago haberdasher to the Republican Club of South 

Bend, IN ottering to outflt their Wide Awake club-a cap, cape, and lantern ottered for a ---'='!==~.-G==ENl:=ML~oc'=RANT-~- --~ 

mere $2-sold with the original envelope and two of J. M. Loomis' business cards ($275): 
an unusual 1862 George McClellan "Antietam" medal which may have been intended for 
a dog-tag ($320); and an oval Washington-Lincoln albumen photo badge 1176 1876 In ,; 
God We Trust. Honor. ($285). And, in Dana Linett's December E.A.C. sale, the cover lot 
was this most unusual broadside related to the assassination of Lincoln. Toe announce
ment was issued the day after the assassination, Saturday, April 
15th. The Mayor of Utica, NY, John Butterfield, requested that busi
nesses close for two hours to mark the occasion. "A great calamity 
has befallen the nation, In the murder of its Chief Magistrate. and 
attempted murder of the chief officer of his Cabinet. Citizens are 
requested to close their places of business and suspend their usual 
avocations from 12 o'clock noon until 2 o'clock P.M., of to-day, dur
ing which hours all the bells In the city will be tolled." This 8 3/4 x 
14" rarity, estimated at $2,000-4,000, failed to find a new home. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

A bsolute Auction of Schencksville, PA recently sold the "entiffl co/lee· 
lion (190 lots) of manuscripts, documents. correspondence. art, pho
tographs, 1st edition books, original hand-written poems and drafts, 

plus an assortment of memorabilia that was preserved by catherine McCarthy. 
catherine (or Kitty) was Carl Sandburg's editor and dear friend during her 
employment at Harcourt. Braes. and Company, Cart Sandburg's publlsher." 
The sale was attended by some 80 people with another 150 leaving absentee 
bids. A lot that consisted of eight pages of typewritten text intended as the for· 
ward of Abraham Lincoln: The Prajne Years with presentation inscrtption, a 
handwritten note by Sandburg regarding a lawsuit Lincoln was involved in. 
and three pages of annotated text realized $600. A lot of four photographs of 
Lincoln from the Meserve Collection, each initialed on the verso by Sandburg, 
made $400. A leather-bound book. Lincoln Passages From His Speeches and 
~ published in 1901. with presentation inscription "Dear Catherine 
McCarthY-You deserve to have one small handy book on L. Since I have had 
it for forty years suppose you now keep It for forty. With salutations and love, 
Cart Sandburg March 31. 1953" fetched $1,500. Finally. a Keystone View 
Company stereoview of Lincoln with text written and signed by Sandburg on 
verso - an example of the cards that Sandburg and Fred Dickinson sold in 
1900 as a source of income - brought in $300 

D avid and Janice Frent continue to ofter some 
of the finest political memorabilia to be 
found. Their auction that closed just after 

Thanksgiving included this unique (yes ... we mean the 
ONLY example knownl) McClellan cardboard badge. 
What makes this 1864 campaign item desirable is the 
unusual size ... a hefty 2" wide by 1.75" with the year 
"1776" marked on the brass. Estimated at a conservative $1,500, collectors 
appreciated the opportunity and bid it up to $3,500 plus 10% buyer's. 

A 
few recent offerings on e-Bay: an 
unusual pass to the 1865 aJilllltgimitiun fat, 
Inauguration signed by Sgt. at 

MA.nou ,. 

Arms George T. Brown, $1,525; a !\i111Jr,hr_!W_~_'.:. ~ 

F reeman's of Philadelphia ("America's 
oldest auction house, since 1803") 
offered as one lot three icons of 

American history. Described as "Carved and 
painted figures of George Washington, 
Abraham Lincoln, and Ulysses Grant, 19th· 
century" and estimated at $2,000-3,000. the 
triumvirate realized $5,000 plus 17.5% 
buyer's. At 13 1/2", Lincoln was the tallest 
(we thought GW and Abe were about the 
same height!). The figures were carved from 
pine with painted hair, glass eye beads, and 
hand-made clothes of wool, silk, and cotton. 

J 
oseph's Gallery of St Petersburg, FL sold an original lithographer's stone 
with portrait of Lincoln in October. The item was consigned by the daugh• 
ter-in-law of an area antique dealer 
who kept the piece In his garage 

for many years. It measured 20 x 26" 
and was signed by Joseph Decamp. 
We are not sure when it was produced 
(probably late 19th-century), but it 
was an extremely well-done likeness 
based on the famous portrait by 
Mathew Brady. The selling price of 
$1,430 shocked us, as these things 
are very heavy and not actively 
sought. Joseph tells us a local collec· 
tor made the purchase, but it would· 
n't surprise us if "limited edition" 
prints of this litho start appearing. 

' 

damaged CDV of family patriarch, Junius ~,~.,, 
Brutus Booth, a copy of a dag, $360: a '--------........11 !========================: 

C atherine Barnes Autographs of Philadelphia has for sale a copy of 
Later Lynes, inscribed by the author to her aunt. This tome is not 
something out of Tin Pan Alley. but the first book appearance of The 
Battle Hymn of the Republic-and the author is, of course, Julia Ward 

Howe. The work originally appeared as a poem in the February 1862 issue of 
Atlantic Monthly and, as was the custom of the day, soon transcribed to a pop· 
ular tune- John Brown's Body. The rest, as they say, is Civil War history. This 
volume, though dated 1866, was actually released In late 1865. $1,500. 

T 
he Mastronet juggernaut keeps rolling along! The Oak Brook. IL· 
based sports memorabilia empire now issues two Americana/pop· 
ular culture sales yearly. Each has a choice selection of classic 
political Americana (celluloid buttons, posters of the 20th-century, 

real-photo postcard showing President T.R. and company laying the cor· 
nerstone for the Lincoln Birthplace Memorial In 1909, S77: an interesting 
stickpin, age and use unknown, $45: an 1864 McClellan gem-matted 
campaign cardboard, $250; a pair of pre-1940 Lincoln shoe laces, $10. 

'-:==---------------:--;;::=:::c::;;::;:;;::~b==--...,, etc.) along with a selection of Llncolniana. We counted over 
twenty lots including autographs, terrotypes, medals, and 
memorial ephemera in their recent sale. The classic Bell-Everett 
jugate "Brady" ribbon (for some reason, the most common 
from 1860} sold for $3,580 plus buyer's. Also in the auction 
was the classic black and brown lithograph, with white high· 
lights, The Defenders of the Union, showing Lincoln, Johnson, 
Washington, and six Union commanders. This 1864 campaign 
print used to appear with some frequency: however, recent 
sightings have been few and far between. This was reflected In 
the price - $1,180. And this 14 x 16" broadside highlighted by 
red lettering to advertise an 1868 campaign biography, ~ 

L..a.a=--===;:----_.a Grant and Colfax. brought $1,044 plus 15% buyer's premium. 
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---------------- THE RArLSPLITTER ----------------

P art Two of the Malcolm Forbes Collection was sold at Christie's in NYC In October. The quality of the collection is beyond compare and choosing high• 
lights Is no easy task. A letter written by Lincoln from Springfield to Mary Owen In New Salem, May 7, 1837, Is a thinly-veiled attempt by Lincoln to honor 
his obligation to his intended bride while "blowing her off." The story behind their courtship is well-known, as are the second thoughts experienced by 

Lincoln upon seeing Ms. Owen. after an absence, having grown in avoirdupois, becoming a "fair match for Falstaff." The gist of the letter can be seen in this pas• 
sage: ·• What you have said to me may have been In jest, or I may have misunderstood it. If so, then let It be forgotten; if otherwise, I would wish you to think 
seriously before you decide. For my part I have already decided. What I have said I will most positively abide by, provided you wish it. My opinion is, you had 
better not do it. You have not been accustomed to hardship, and it may be more S8V8re than you now imagine. I know you are capable of thinking con-ect/y on 
any subject. and if you deliberate matvre/y upon this, before you decide. than I am wil/lng to abide your decision." ($700,000.) An Autograph Letter Signed by 
Lincoln. April 18, 1846, to Andrew Johnston in Fremont. IL contains one of the few examples of Lincoln's literary output, a dreary and sentimental poem enti· 
Ued My Childhood Home. "I hear the lone survivor tell How naught from death could save, Till every sound appears a knell, And every spot a grave." ($450,000.) 
An Autographed Letter Signed by Lincoln, December 24. 1860, ask Vice-President-Elect Hannibal Hamlin for political advice regarding the appointment for 
Secretary of the Navy. Lincoln mentions four names, men of "democratic antecedents" and concludes "Which of these, do the New-England delegations prefer? 
Or shall I decide myself?" ($70.000.) A group of three CDVs presented to Cassius M. Clay Includes portraits of Willie Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, and the President 
The portrait of Willie, who died of typhoid in 1862, is Inscribed at the bottom of the mount by Mary Todd Lincoln "Our Willie." ($8,000.) An Autographed Letter 
Signed by Lincoln, May 7, 1864, to an autograph collector, displays a sardonic sense of humor, In the context of huge Federal losses Just Incurred at the Battle 
of the Wilderness: "I would give a sentiment, but just now I am not in a sentimental mood." ($55,000.) A fragment containing eleven lines in Lincoln's hand of 
his last Annual Message to Congress, pleads for the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution aboliShlng slavery. " ... without questioning the 
wisdom or patriotism of those who stood in opposition, I venture to recommend the reconsideration and passage of the measure at the present session." 
($220.000.) An Autographed Letter Signed by Lincoln. City Point, VA, April 2, 1865, reports to Mary Todd on the collapse of the Confederate government and 
the Imminent fall of Richmond, Mrs. Lincoln had returned temporarily to Washington. leaving the President and Tad at Grant's headquarters. ($200.000.) 

S peaking of Christie's, their December book and manuscript sale included fourteen Lincoln autographs, ranging from mun-r--=-
dane military commissions to a rare copy of the Boker Emancipation Proclamation. (See Rail Splitter, Winter 2002, for a ' ' "' 1111 

'' 16. ,, 
complete account of the Boker copies of the Emancipation Proclamation signed by President Lincoln.) This "Boker" was /-

"brokered" for $600,000. (All prices quoted do not Include 19.5% premium.) In a letter to General Halleck, Lincoln requests con- .Z: ~ r, ~ e 
sideration for Ebenezer Pierce for promotion as brigadier general. Seems Pierce was a brigadier general early in the War, but was •-11- '(L. J~ '~ 
part of the humiliating defeat at Big Bethel, the first land battle of the War after Fort Sumter. He was busted down to private. He ~ ~ • ....--
was subsequently appointed a colonel and lost his arm at the Battle of White Oak Swamp. Obviously, Lincoln felt that Pierce had ~ 
gone through enough, and his compassion prompted him to inquire "if he can properly be made a Brigadier General." ($22,000) 
In another example of compassion, Lincoln writes to an unspecified recipient "Upon certification that Earl C. Crippen of Co. F 73rd 
Ohio Volunteers, returns to his regiment, within a reasonable time, and faithfully serves out his term, including time lost by his ~~jjo,,,t'~ 

desertion. or until he shall be honorably discharged, he is fully pardoned for any desertion of which he is hereto
fore and now guilty." Crippen had served zealously for two years through many a hard campaign, was wound-
ed at Kenesaw Mountaln and, based on the date of the letter, probably went AWOL around the Christmas holi· t, ... i .. 11.,.,,. 
days. ($14,000) A carte of former President Millard Fillmore shows the dough-faced politician appearing some- 1ltv.."' 7'~~--
what puffy. With presentation inscription "Presented to A. E. Goodman by Ex Pres Fillmore, Feb. 5, 1863", this ,,...,,_ ~-.i:..,-:-· z. . ..,,,r- ,. 
Brady cdv rose to $8,000. A letter of introduction written by Lincoln for Edward Everett sold for $75,000. II , :_4 ,,..._..,. ,.,.:;~::; ~ ~ 

...... ,,_~~ -~- ..... -",'." 
was written following an arranged meeting of the two orators prior to a European trip ""..,,....__.., ._, ,c_ .. ~...,,..__,~...._ 

Ir===~===::-, ~ I , ---4'._,~ by Everett in September of 1862. In full," Hon. Edward Everett goes to Europe short· "• .e.. 'L_"y~ ~ /-"• 
ly. His reputation, and the present condition of our countrY, are such that his visit !:-;_-., ;; .... -:;- r-:Z 
there is sure to attract notice, and may be misconstrued. I therefore think n is flf to ,,_::; ::~-.; .:,_;~ 
say that he bears no mission for this government. And yet no gentleman is better h-Z: • .,,...:::::_p:,_~·r-
able to correct misunderstandings In the minds offoreigners In regard to American ~,_ ,j :;;:__~ .t:_~ ,,,;:_ , 
affairs. While I commend him to the consideration of those whom he may meet, ~ "-•--.. ~ :z ... = ' ~ "1~ 
I am quite conscious that he could better introduce me than I him, In Europe." ~ --...._ ~ .~ J;1~ 
The next time the two would meet was at the Gettysburg Railroad station, the ~ 
evening before the November 19th consecration ceremony at the new cemetery. "'4.. "'~ 
Finally, a signed carte·de·visite of Lincoln (Ostendorf-72D) In which the relaxed president holds his spec· 
tacles In one hand and the Sunday paper in the other was given a low-ball estimate of $30,000-40,000. It wasn't "news" to us when it set 

1-==~---=--~ a world-record price: hammer· $85,000, with the buyer's premium - $101,5751 

D r. Norm Boas, the force behind Seaport Autographs, has issued his latest "Abraham Lincoln and the CMI War" fixed-price specialty catalog, containing close 
to four hundred entries. An 1876 ALS by Schuyler Colfax, on the bottom of a printed circular advertising his lectures on "The Life and Character of Abraham 
Lincoln", mentions his Itinerary and states he is booked on a daily basis for two months solid in the New England and Middle States. ($325) An 1886 ALS 

from Lincoln law partner and biographer William Herndon, to his collaborator Jesse Weik. reads "Friend Welk, I am sick with the Infernal neuralgia-have It terribly 
once a year. When I get over my spell, I will write to you-Had it near three weeks." ($475) An 1850 ADS by John McNamar, flance of the ill-fated Ann Rutledge and 
Lincoln's rival for her affections, is written in his capacity as Treasurer of Menard County, and acknowledges receipt of $2.50 for a peddler's license. ($350) A rare 
photograph Showing Lincoln's Springfield home, printed In 1906 by S. A. Rice from the original glass negative, contains a mat covered in drapery fabric from the 
Lincoln home. (Provenance: Brian Riba 1986 with documentation from the National Pall< Service, this unique presentation Is priced at $4.000.) 
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In The Market lace, cont. 

B efore "questioning" the disclosure 
policy (and integrity?) of Great 
Gatsby's Antiques and Auction 

Gallery of Atlanta. we should report on a 
strange and intriguing item from their 
September sale. The catarog description 
follows: "19th-century silver over copper 
repousse oval presentation box with hinged 
lid. Presented by Abraham Lincoln to 
Professor Anderson in 1863, inscription in 
lid. Classical scenes on lid and sides with 
molded border and set on bun feet. 6'' h x 
7.75"w x 6.25"d. Estimate an request." We 
did request an estimate and were told the 

item might go for S50,000-70,000, but that there was "no reseive" and that "a 
bid of $10,000 might win the item." A check in all the standard reference 
sources as to Professor Anderson in 1863 yielded nothing. Tile lid's inscrip
tion, in full, reads: "Presented by Abraham Lincoln President of the United 
States of America to Professor Anderson as a mark of appreciation of his tal
ent displayed in an entertainment given in the White House Washington 1863." 
It seems logical that such a soiree given at the White House would be record
ed. We suspect that the "Professor" made this doo-dad up himself to prove to 
an admiring public that he appeared at the White House. Like many so-called 
Lincoln endorsements of commercial products, this one may have had no 
basis in tact. We inquired after the sale for the price realized, but were told -
quite specifically - that it was not ''their policy" to ever disclose such informa
tion. Even if you participated in the auction, left some bids, you would not 
know what an item sold for ... just that you won or lost the piece. That's a new 
one on us! Now ... we have to ask ... how worthy of trust can any auction house 
be that adopts such a policy? We requested comments as to the "philosophy" 
of such a position In an industry based on customer service and public trust... 
no word yet from Ted, the owner, or Marie, the company President. 

S Ince leaving Buttertield's, Greg Martin has made a big "bang" starting 
his own firearms auction. His large format October catalog featured a 
phenomenal Buffalo BIii collection as well as the usual high-grade 
guns, Bowie knives, and presentation swords. One such item is a 

sword that belonged to the ill-fated Col. Elmer Ellsworth. Inscribed on the top 
and center mounts: "Presented By Infantry Corps/ Duquesne Grays/ 
Pittsburgh, Pal Toi Col. E. E. Ellsworth/ of the U. S. 
Zouave/ Cadets/ Chicago, I/Isl August 5th 1860/ 
TestimoniaV tori Matchless Proficiency/ In/ Military/ 
Science." But the sword was just part of an extensive 
collection of Ellsworth memorabllia that included 
books, patriotic covers, sheet music, newspaper 
accounts, CDVs, a fragment of the Confederate flag
pole and flag that Ellsworth removed from the Marshall 
House in Alexandria that prompted his murder, as well 
as material related to his avenger, Frank Brownell. 
Ellsworth was a personal favorite of Lincoln and would 
have had a place In the administration had he not opted 
for military service. His sudden and tragic death affect
ed Lincoln grievously, yet served to rally the nation to 
the Union cause. This definitive collection, estimated at 

S otheby's recently offered this quarter
plate daguerreotype of the respected 
jurist Samuel D. Lockwood (1789-
1874). Born in Pound Ridge, New York, 

as a young man he studied law under his uncle 
and, once licensed, practiced in a number of 
upstate towns before leaving for Illinois at age l..!o:: ... .._ _ __,.., .... o111 

29. There, he rose quickly through the political ranks and was elected 
Attorney General by the state legislature in 1821, and Associate Justice of 
the State Supreme Court in 1825. In 1826, he married Mary Virginia Smith 
Nash of St. Louis. An ardent abolitionist, Lockwood campaigned energet
ically against the initiative to make I lllnois a slave state. He was also known 
for his active support of public education and for his efforts on behalf of 
the mentally and physically handicapped. In his role as Justice of the State 
Supreme Court, Lockwood was assigned to hear cases in Sangamon and 
presen1-day Menard counties. (Abraham Lincoln traveled as a circuit court 
lawyer in these counties during Lockwood's tenure, and it is certain that 
the two encountered each other.) In 1848, a new state constitution 
(framed, in part, by Lockwood) made fudges elective by the people, and 
Lockwood stepped down. Upon his retirement, Lincoln was one of three 
members elected at a meeting of the state bar to "draft and report resolu
tions expressive of the sense entertained by the bar of the character and 
services of his Honor Samuel D. Lockwood," according to the minutes of 
the meeting. In 1854, when Lincoln sought nomination to the United 
States Senate on the Whig ticket, Lockwood was his chief competitor. 
Lincoln bowed out and gave his support to another candidate who won the 
nomination. Lockwood was also one of the founding members of the 
Republican party, which nominated Lincoln for the Presidency In 1860. In 
1864, Lockwood sent a letter to Lincoln which suggests a longstanding 
friendship between the two men. The letter, in which Lockwood recom
mends a young friend for a government position, concludes "My wife and 
children all most cordially unite with me in desiring God's blessings on 
your endeavors to save our Country from destruction. Remember me 
affectionately to your wife. I remain your sincere friend, Sarni. D. 
Lockwood." Against an estimate of $5-7,000, this historic portrait failed to 
sell and was "bought in" at the $3,200 level. 

With a minimum bid on e-Bay of 
$20,000 (and no takers!) was this 
walking stick made from Abraham 
Lincoln's 1830 Macon County, IL log 

cabin. The inscription on the gold tip 
reads: To Wm B. Mills from J&D Hanks. 

A side engraving reads: A stick made from the Jog cabin 
of A. Lincoln by J&D Hanks, Macon County Illinois A.O. 
1830. We can't attest to the "correctness" of the piece, 
but certainly a phenomenal relic if true. 

$100,000-150,000, failed to sell against the reserve. ._I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!! 

This lovely pitcher 
by the artist Daniel 
Wood, bas-relief 
portraits, pretty 
coloring, reached 
$300 in bids with
out meeting the 
reserve on e-Bay. 
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---------------- THE RArLSPLITTER ----------------

S otheby's December sale Included their "typical" outstanding selection of historical rarities. One offering 
was "a set of the bronze copies cast by Saint-Gaudens in 1886 from the original plaster mask of 
Lincoln's face and plaster casts of his hands made by Volk in Chicago and Springfield, April and May 
1860." According to the catalog entry, the original plaster casts were given by Leonard Volk to his son 

Douglas, who in tum gave them to a fellow art student, Wyatt Eaton. Richard Watson Gilder "discovered" the 
casts and embarked on a campaign with his friend, the sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens, to raise money to 
buy the casts and donate them to the Smithsonian Institution. A $50 contribution got you a plaster set of the 
face and hands. For $75, they threw in a bronze mask, and for $85, you received a complete set In bronze with 
personalized inscription. We often wondered about the origin of these pieces, so seeing this lot served to edu
cate us. Aggressively estimated at $20,000-25,000, they realized $31 ,Q?O with the buyer's premium. Lincoln 
legal documents are not overly rare, yet we have never seen one for the "partnership" of Moore & Lincoln. 
Clifton Moore was a business partner of Judge David Davis and was admitted to the bar in 1841. 
Presumably, Davis Introduced Moore to Lincoln. In a document filed May 6th 1854, Lincoln enters a plea 
on behalf of his most important client, the Illinois Central Rail Road, signing It "Moore & Lincoln." He also 
managed to misspell "alledged." Consigned from the estate of Katherine Graham. the late publisher of the 
Washington Post, It "posted" a final bid of $4,780. Interestingly, the sale included quite a few Lincoln items 
from the Graham estate - apparently collected by her father. Each Item included a manuscript note on brit· 
lie, brown paper attesting to the significance of the item. Written circa 1920, we assume these were the 
notes of the dealer who brokered the material... each signed "E. M .. Jr." Anyone with Insight on whom 
could have been the source of these treasures? A Document Signed by Lincoln on March 5, 1861, appointing 
Caleb B. Smith of Indiana as "Secretary of the Interior of the United States" had some condition problems but 
still seemed cheap at $11,350. Another Document Signed by Lincoln only eleven days later transmits to the 
Governor of New Hampshire •'an authenticated copy of a Joint Resolution to amend the Constitution of the 
United States, adopted by Congress and approved on the 3rd of March, 1861, by James Buchanan, President." 
The resolution in question was a last-ditch effort to stem a civil war by amending the constitution to prohibit 
congressional interference with slavery in the states where it already existed. If adopted, it would have become 
the 13th Amendment to the Constitution. Although Lincoln endorsed the resolution which accurately reflected 
the position he took in the presidential campaign, events overshadowed its consideration. Only three states 
voted to ratify, and it was soon forgotten in the turmoil of the Civil War. Ironically, when the 13th amendment 
was finally adopted, it abolished slavery, not protected ii. Estimated at $100,000-150,000, this failed to sell 

.....,...._ ....... . .. _ ..... ___ _ 
_,....._ - ~ 
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passing at $70.000. Finally, a typeset copy of President Johnson's Proclamation of May 2, 1865, authorizing ----~~--------' 
rewards for the capture of Jeff Davis and key members of the Confederate government accused of conspiring to murder President Lincoln, raised $5,000. 
Measuring 8 1/2 x 9 /12", the ·'reward" circular was printed at Macon, GA, the approximate location of Jeff Davis' capture. As reported in a previous issue 
of The Rail Splitter, the named Confederate conspirators who had escaped to Canada were never prosecuted. Prices include the 19.5% buyer's premium. 

B ennett Auctions recently offered an Interesting tintype that looked to some like a Wide Awake marcher. The auction house, how
ever, cataloged the photograph as a " Life Saving Corporal." He wears rain gear and carries a red lantern attached to a pole. We 
checked with the auction gallery and they said they cou'ld not discern any insignia on his cap. The rain slicker is not open on the 
front, but is a full 3/4 outfit. and does not match the standard Wide Awake slicker. We think their attribution was quite correct. 

Remember, as we have written in past journals, an oil slicker does not necessarily denote a Wide Awake parade participant. Such uniforms 
were used in fraternal organizations, and, in particular, among tradesmen for decades. Attribution and reality don't always march In step! 

S cott J. Winslow of Bedford, NH, hosted two recent auctions. In September: a George McClellan Signed Note from 1861 declines the services of 
noted French balloonist Louis Godard • ... The Army is now well supplied with balloons for reconnoitering purposes. and M. Godard's services are 
not needed." ($1,045); an 1864 campaign speech by Charles Sumner identifying slavery as the cause of the War, Slavery and the Rebellion, One 

and Inseparable. Speech of Hon. Charles Sumner. From the New York Young Men's Republican Union at Cooper Institute, New York (shades ol 186011) 
$275: and an 9 x 11 1/2" broadside of the Obsequies of President Lincoln-Order of Funeral Procession [Springfield) $470. In the December auction: a 
signed carte-de-visite of George McClellan (fortunately signed on the front) had a period notation "New York Metropolitan Fair April 1864. For the ben
efit of sick & wounded soldiers." The inference is that the carte was donated by Little Mac and either sold or auctioned at the fair. Lincoln Is known to 
have donated many such personal mementos. This Is the first such item we have encountered for McClellan. Estimated at $1,200, It failed to sell for the 
cause. Two additional lots failed to meet their reserves: a November 2. 1864 Confederate requisition fonm, significant in that the items ordered were ear
marked for Union prisoners-of-war who had been recruited into the Confederate anmy! "For federal recruits who are sick in this Hospital who are desti
tute of clothing. They need Jackets, pants, drawers. shoes, caps, and blankets." (sounds like they were walking around only in their socks!) According 
to the catalog entry, CSA Col. J. G. O'Neill and Captain Henry Rice were ordered by General John Bell Hood to proceed to Andersonville Prison In Georgia 
and try to recruit "malcontents and Irish foreigners." (isn't that redundant?) Apparently, their efforts bore fruit, although 253 of these turncoats were 
captured at Egypt Station, MS on December 28, 1864. And a receipt for a $2 "Mllltary Poll Tax" for 1864, issued in San Francisco (removed from a scrap
book), made $80. Three such Items were offered, from 1863, 1864, and 1865. We weren't aware that soldiers in the field could vote until 1864, and we 
never heard of the Imposition of a poll tax. Such taxes were usually implemented to discourage African-American participation in elections. although such 
was not the case here. Anyone with additional information on the subject is urged to contact usl 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------

F lag collecting has been hot lately - often featured in auctions and antique dealers' booths. The heightened 
Interest may stem from increased fascination with American history and patriotism related to 9-11. Two 
Eastern antique dealers, In fact, have been instrumental in promoting this area of collecting forming a joint 
venture, agreeing not to compete with one another in tile acquisition of major pieces that become available 

(a novel idea!). Simultaneously, two large flag collections recently crossed the block at Sotheby's - the Connelly 
Collection (in which a flag purportedly hung from the balcony at Federal Hall during Washington's Inauguration 
sold for $262,000), and the Mastai Collection (in which two state flags used at the Wigwam Convention in 1860 tallied 
In at a tad under $4,000). The crop of pre-Christmas auctions among other dealers offered a few Lincoln-related flags. 
Mastronet sold a baby flag, 8 1/2 x 5 1/2", imprinted "LINCOLN and JOHNSON" for $6,560. Wes Cowan had a block
buster Lincoln & Hamlin Wide Awake portrait flag (minor soiillng and faded red stripes as typically seen). We believe 
this is the first public offering of this coveted design. We know of several private sales over the years, but nothing on 
auction. The flag must have been produced In substantial numbers, being a key component of the properly-attired Wide 
Awake marcher, but few have survived. Estimated at a modest S15-25,000, Wes got $37,375 for his. Guernsey's of 
New York fielded a "two-horse entry" in this race. An 18 x 11" Lincoln and Hamlin "quilt" flag, acquired at the famous 
Richard Withington Sale of twenty years ago, aggressively estimated at $10-20,000, realized $13,000. Also in the sale was an 
American flag, measuring 6 x 11' (a biggie!) that allegedly was hand-sewn by the ladies of Freeport, IL and hung at the Lincoln
Oouglas debate on August 27, 1858. The provenance beginning with one of the original seamstresses, Sarah Jane Murdaugh, 
to the current consignor, was detailed. This piece has been seeking a home for a number of years. We seem to recall a pri
vate offering perhaps 8 or 1 O years ago in the neighborhood of $15,000. We never seriously questioned the authenticity of 
the piece, but price and size were considerations. Offered with a reserve and "estimate on request", it failed to sell (reminds 
us of the tune "gotta find a home, Just looking for a home!"). 

T 
he Historical Shop of Metairie. LA puts out fixed-price lists of historical items with an emphasis on the Civil War. Proprietors Yvonne and Cary Delery 
have been In the Americana business since 1978. Their current catalog has over 700 lots to consider. A Western Union telegram sent by Jefferson 
Davis from Canada, June 10th 1868 states " ... To the extent of my knowledge the accusations against me are false will write by mall..." Davis was 
writing to T. C. Deleon, author of Four Years In Rebel Capitals, just one of many post-War reminiscences. Besides reinventing his life, Davis felt com

pelled to react to all the "histories" being published. ($200) A hand-colored lantern slide of Davis' capture while "dressed as a woman" Is $295. A 14 x 22" 
broadside detailing Gen. Nathaniel Banks' General Order of July 3, 1861 stipulating the procedures for citizens of Baltimore to obtain compensation for dam
age done to their personal property by Union soldiers engaged in quelling the recent riots and civil disturbances is $3,000. A pro-Confederate poem or song 
sheet printed in Baltimore, February 10, 1862, ls titled "Da Vis I'' (I.e .. Davis) and was authored by "Ouien Sabe" (Who knows? as against "Ouimo Sabe"}. It 
urges the Confederate Army, then in Maryland and engaged in battle at Sharpsburg, to rescue the state from Union domination. ($225) 

es Cowan had some other interesting pieces in his November sale, besides the Lincoln portrait flag described 
above. A Lincoln-Hamlin "Honest Abe" ballot from Ohio, printed in German on yellow paper, registered $635. l!r! .... 
(All prices Include buyer's premium.) A carte-de-visite of Jefferson Davis, a copy image of a portrait taken ~ 
while Davis served as Secretary of War in Pierce's Cabinet, was issued as a fundraiser at war's end. The -

verso said it was offered by the "Ladies Southern Aid Association" on behalf of the "family of Jefferson Davis" for a 
contribution of "not more than one dollar." At the time, Davis was a prisoner at Fortress Monroe whose future 
appeared bleak and uncertain. $805. We are all familiar with Gardner's Sketchbook of the War. a portfolio containing 
individual mounted albumens of "incidents" of the War. A much rarer publication is George Barnard's Photographic 
Views of the Sherman Campaign, published In 1866 and containing 61 tipped-in albumen photographs. Limited to an 
edition of 100, Wes' example was estimated at $30,000-40,000 and left a path of destruction in its wake, selling ,_.._::::::::::::::::~::;::!::::::!::::::::::!~"" I 
for $31,625. The sale's cover lot, estimated at $30,000-50,000, was the regimental flag of the Gordonville Greys, 
Company C, 13th Virginia Infantry. Appearing very much like a political banner, dated June 14th 1860, the silk 
ensign was painted by a Baltimore artist, Thomas R. Jeffreys. Measuring 59 x 44", the flag depicts the Virginia 

State seal on one side, and a personification of Liberty on the other, along with 
the presentation Inscription. Lady Liberty clutches a scroll Inscribed 
"Constitution of the Confederate States" while a banner below proclaims "The 
Charter of Our Liberties." Inasmuch as this piece was presented to a state mili
tia unit in 1860, prior to secession, we suspect the scroll originally said 
''Constitution"-"of the Confederate States" added after the fact (or, alternately, 

"United" changed to "Confederate"). The unit saw 
service throughout the War under the command of 
A. P. Hill. This "state" flag was likely used for only 4 
or 5 months in 1861, then replaced with a standard
ized state flag, in conformity with General 
Beauregard's November 1861 directive that "all 
other flags are forbidden to be carried on the field." 
Bidders battled this one out to $97,750. 
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The Abraham Llncoln Book Shop has approximately 170 Llncoln-related items in their current cata-
log, above and beyond the usual extensive selection of newly-published books. A Congressional ~ 
Directory for the 1st Session of the 30th Congress, printed in Washington in 1848, represents the 

first year that Lincoln was in Congress. His name is mentioned five times in the text including his revl
dence at Mrs. Sprigg's boarding house and his being on the ·•committee on Expenditures in the War 
Department, room No. 45, basement." Unlisted in Monaghan, it is $1,850. A 71/2x 12" broadside from 
1860 promotes a "Democratic Rally!" and torchlight procession. The promised , _ 
speakers included future Republican stalwart, John A. Logan." ... Let every body • 
and their wives and children be on hand ... There w/11 be a grand procession ... 
also, 'Douglas Rangers' on horseback ... " With faults, priced at $1,250. A Mary 
Todd Lincoln ALS to Leonard Swett, January 18, 1868, reflects her typical state
of-mind. "Another week of anxiety has passed, and I am sure you will pardon 
me, if I write to you, relative to any news from Judge D ... Under the present cir- . 
cumstances, without a prospect or assurance of change, I must make arrange
ments-that will bring fresh trouble to me. with health greatly impaired and feelings already so 
crushed. But to linger on, as I am now; is utterly impossible. I trope you will deal with me candidly l ,..,, 
and if you are not hopeful inform me." ($8,500) A fine example of the classic Bouclet chromolith
ograph, issued for Lincoln's first inauguration, is $5,500. A c.arte-de-visite of Lincoln, taken by 
Warren on the balcony of the White House on March 6, 1865, usually seen In two larger sizes, is 
$2,850. An 1873 stereoview of Francis Carpenter's 9 x 15' painting, The Rear;Jing of the 
Emancipation Proclamation ... , hanging between two marble columns in the Old House of 
Representatives, is $450. We are used to seeing the engraving of this famous painting (which is 
large to begin with). but never had any idea of the Immense dimensions of the original! 

D avid Lesser of Woodbridge. CT offers "significant and unusual imprints" in fixed-price catalogs. In his last few lists, we found several items of inter
est. The Laws of the S1ate of Illinois. Passed By the Twelfth General Assembly ... (1840). a volume of 359pps. published by William Walters. Public 
Printer, in 1841 is $175. It is significant in that Lincoln was a member of the Illinois House of Representatives at this time. This turned out to be 

his last session in Springfield. Whlle there. he "fought hard to save the state bank and Its various branches. which the Democrats sought again to eradicate" 
and he '"helped enact emergency measures to raise money and pay the interest on the state debt." (which Lincoln was largely responsible for, having pushed 
through an aggressive and ill-advised internal Improvements bill). On January 1. 1841 (the "fatal first of Jany"). Lincoln broke off his engagement with Mary 
Todd which left him ill-suited for any legislative work. The Private Letters of Lieut. -General Scott, and Ex-President Buchanan's Reply, published In New York 
in 1862. lacking wrappers. is $175. In this pamphlet. Scott claims that. despite the duplicity of War Secretary Floyd. Scott sought to provision and fortify 
Forts Pickens. Sumter, and other Southern forts to prevent their capture by the seceding States, despite a policy of President Buchanan of appeasing the 
South. In reply, an indignant Buchanan wntes that Scott's ''statements betray a singular want of memory" and that Buchanan was "not only willing but anx
ious In the briefest period to reinforce Fort Sumter." Uh huh. sure. The Trial of the Officers and Crew of the Privateer Savannah. On the Charge of Piracy. .. , 
published In New York in 1862 is $500. This was the trial of the captain and crew of the schooner Savannah, a Southern privateer on the charge of piracy 
under the U.S. statutes. The schooner had been furnished with letters of marque by Jefferson Davis. The issue was whether the defendants ought to be treat
ed as pirates, on !he ground that the Confederacy lacked the attributes of nationhood, or as prisoners ot war. The issue of the status of combatants remains 
a thorny one even today, as we're all aware. By the way, the prosecutor in the case was WIiiiam Evarts of New York. A copy of the Reception of M. Y Johnson 
and D. Sheehan, Esqs., At Galena, Illinois, On Their Return, Honorably Discharged, From the Bastlles. Fons Lafayette, and Delaware ... , printed in 1863, is 
described as a ··rare Civil War Item. recording the welcome that 'friends of Constitutional liberty in the city of Galena' gave to two Galena Copperheads upon 
their release from 'cruel tyrannic Imprisonment· Including speeches against 'arbitrary and despotic acts' of the 'imbecile' Lincoln administration." ($450) 
Remarks Upon Slavery; Occasioned By Attempts Made To Circulate Improper Publications In The Southern States. By A Citizen of Georgia Is a 32-page pam
phlet published in Augusta in 1835. It denounces the incendiary attempts "by some of the Abolition Associations at the North" to distribute their "vile pub
lications through the Southern country. These officious lntermeddlers take upon themselves to pronounce ii [slavery] an evil of serious magnitude, and then 
assume to themselves a right to remove It, In violation of the ordinary maxims of moderation or prudence:· Freedom Ride, circa 1835!! ($650) Minority 
Repott of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives of Pennsylvania. In Relation to the Rigl1ts of Transit of Slave Property Through 
This State, published In Harrisburg in 1856, argues that "the right of slave-holders to pass through or sojourn In this State, with their slaves, is not conceded 
by the law of nations." Chief Justice Taney decided against this position one year later In the Dred Scott case. Don't know If Taney read this "minority report". 
but if he did, he probably said that the decision of some legislators in Pennsylvania is not one that any white man is bound to respect! ($275) A pro-Douglas 
campaign pamphlet. published in Shelbyville. IN in 1860, Power of the Federal Government in the Territories ($250): an 1860 anti-Douglas pamphlet Political 
Record of Stephen A. Doug/as On the Slavery Question. A Tract Issued By the Republican State Central Committee. ($650): a trio of Vallandigham-related 
pamphlets ... President Uncoln's Views An Important Letter on the Principles Involved in the Vallandigham Case. Correspondence In Relation to the 
Democratic Meeting. At Albany. N. Y.. published in Philadelphia in 1863 ($275): Speech of C. L. Vallandigham of the State of Ohio, Before the Democratic 
State Convention. Democrats Neither To Be Wheedled Nor Frightened (Vallandlgham warns against the "dastardly menace" of martial law having already 
occurred in "our noble Sister State of Indiana"}, published in Dubuque in 1863 ($350); and Secession Record of C. L. Val/andigham, published in Cincinnati 
during Vallandlgham's unsuccessful 1862 reelection campaign for Congress, quotes him in 1860 as endorsing "the Calhoun doctrine of the right of States 
to secede" and promising never to "vote one dollar of money for the impending War." ($250) 
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H ake's Americana & Collectibles of York, PA sold a 
most unusual Lincoln Item in November. It was 
an 8 1/2 x 22" Lincoln and Hamlin ballot on linen 

from Pennsylvania, headed People's Electoral ncket. 
Ballots, of course, were almost always printed on paper. 
Occasionally, they were also printed in silk ribbon format. 
We have seen a similar piece from 1856 for Fillmore and 
Donelson - which is somewhat common, a large group 
having been unearthed decades ago. Swann's sold a red, 
white, and blue Lincoln-Johnson oversized ballot on 
linen 16 years ago. This is the first Lincoln and Hamlin 
oversized ballot on linen we have ever seen. We can't 
imagine anyone stuffing a ballot box with such an item 
- no doubt it was intended as a display piece. In this 
instance, bigger is definitely betterl $2,500. 

S wann's November autograph sale offered a John 
Brown ALS, written just two days before his exe
cution. We've noticed that an array of Brown mem

orabilia has surfaced in the last year or two, ranging from 
letters to snippets of hair to pikes used at Harper's Ferry 
to shackles from Brown's incarceration. In this letter, the 1-:~i't:/ril,-~-f!J~'-;it"':.,,i:. .. ~.i::.'1!!, •f.l 
radical abolitionist complains to a newspaper editor about l'f:.-~ .... (;,-~ti~. 
some poor reporting: "At moments glance at what pur-
ports to be my remarks on Beechers sermon, discover to me the fact that In 
some important particulars there is a most gross and Intentional misrepresenta
tion of them & had I the time I would expose them." The catalog opined that this 
may have been Brown's last letter from jail whereas, in fact, an example written 
just two hours before his execution was recently sold. This example failed to sell 
against an estimate of $12-18,000. A Warren G. Harding TLS, June 2, 1922, dis
cusses his speech at the Dedication of the Lincoln Memorial. "It is rather a diffi· 
cult thing to make a speech when one's subject has been so frequently and thor
oughly exhausted as that of Lincoln. Nearly everybody worth while has written 
or spoken concerning him. It is a great satisfaction, therefore to learn that there 
are some who especially approve of the things I said on the occasion of the great 
memorial." (We think Warren should have amended his statement to "everybody 
worth while" and "not so worth while.") The piece sold for $1,000. An appoint
ment signed by Andrew Johnson six days after taking power sold for $1,500. 
Secretary of State Seward was still recovering from his wounds, so an assistant 
in the Department, a W. Hunter, countersigned as Acting Secretary. The appoint
ment, by the way, was for "Consul for the Duchy of Saxe Altenburg at Chicago." 
Where did they come up with these cockamamie jobs?! Patronage was truly an 
art form in the 19th-century! In a recent auction of photographica, the house 
also sold a period mounted albumen of Lincoln standing outside his Springfield 
home. The image, attributed to J. A. Whipple, was taken in 1860. This example, 
Abraham Lincoln At Home, Farewell Address to his Old Neighbors, Springfield, 
February 12, 1861, included the text of his farewell address in full beneath the 
title. The image measured 10 1/2 x 13 1/2" and was published in Philadelphia 
by Charles Desilver. Estimated at $3,000-4,000, it "took Its leave" for $4,000. 
Also on the block was this real puzzler - a 1 O x 14" platinum print by Gertrude 
Kaesebier, circa 1910, of a Lincoln carte-de-visite. The carte was a photograph 
of a lithograph of Lincoln, copied from a photograph, but with the addition of a 
beard. So, the evolution of this artwork can be summarized: daguerreotype by 
German circa 1858, lithograph with added beard by unknown lithographer. 
carte-de-visite by unknown portrait gallery, and the present work. Pardon the 
impudence, but what's the point? Estimated at S1 ,800-2,000, this fourth gener
ation "interpretation" failed to find a new home with no bids executed. 

G 
ary Hendershott of little Rock usually sells high-end Civil 
War memorabilia. His most recent catalog. however, has a 
wider range of offerings under the title "American History." 
A photograph of President Eisenhower and entourage, 

unveiling the original draft of Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation 
inscribed by Ike to a Barney Balaban. The Civil Rights movement 
Intensified during Eisenhower's term of office. He ordered the 
national guard to enforce desegregation in litt1e Rock's schools in 
1957. This unique study is offered at $3,500. Also listed is an 1864 
broadside issued by the Indiana Union Club in Washington, DC (we 
know someone who would really like this!) ridiculing the Peace 
Democrats headed by McClellan. It uses an illustration by Thomas 
Nast showing Jeff Davis shaking hands with a disabled Union soldier 
over a grave inscribed "In Memory of our Union Heroes Who Fell in 
a Useless War." Columbia weeps while Black soldiers and their fam
ilies, in the background. are being led back to the plantation in 

chains. Measuring 16 1/2 x 24", this 
wonderful broadside Is entitled The 
Degrading Compromise That The 1-----===--- ... 
Northern Copperhead Leaders Would Force Upon The Country. The last 
paragraph exhorts "People of Indiana! Will you give your assent to such 
a base surrender of our cause? If not, then repel the 'Peace 
Organization' in Indiana, and rally with those who will 'keep step to the 
music of the Union,' who stand by our brave soldiers in the field, and are 
for 'Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and Inseparable."' ($6,500) 

Lincoln tolK art figural cane, Cottone Auctions, New York, 
$600. Lincoln mourning bracelet, e-Bay, a staggering $2,200. 
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Rail Splinters 
~ Attention home remodelers! 
~ Demolition Depot of NYC, an 

architectural artifact company, has for sale 
twenty street lights from Philadelphia's Independence Hall. An e
mail to this concern elicited the following information: The 
lamps stand approximately 11 feet tall. their exact age is uncer
tain, the "guts" have been removed, and they are now electrified. 
Unrestored examples are priced at $2,500 each. They certainly 
look like the examples shown in photographs of Independence 
Hall during Lincoln's 1861 visit. These silent sentinels may be a 
tangible link to the Martyr President. For additional enlighten
ment, contact info@demolitiondepot.com. 

~ As stated in these pages previously, newspapers are 
not only collectible, but often reveal fascinating pri

mary source material. Countless thousands of tllles were pub
lished in the 19th-century - many obscure - and stories typical
ly appeared only once. As such, a great deal of reporting on his
torical events has been lost... unless you happen to source what 
may be the only surviving copy of a given periodical. (Of course, 
the axiom "Don't always believe everything you read" also 
comes to mind!) A case in point is the April 22, 1876 issue of the 
New York Daily Graphic that recently appeared on e-Bay. The 
Graphic holds the distinction of being America's first daily illus
trated newspaper. Engraved illustrations consumed 50% of each 
issue and, as the title indicates, leaned towards the sensational. 
This issue reported an implausible account (reprinted from 
Pomeroy's Democraf) entitled "Why Lincoln Was Assassinated. 
How John Wilkes Booth Avenged the Execution of His Friend." 
While there is some basis of fact in that the execution of John 
Beal as a spy and guerrilla infuriated his friend Booth, the bulk 
of the story is pure fancy (for detailed information on the exe
cuted Rebel spy Beal, refer to lot #668 of the Sixth Annual Rail 
Splilter Auction). The tale relates a midnight visit to the White 
House by Booth, Senator John Hale, Washington McLean of 
Cincinnati, and editor John W Forney. They pleaded with Lincoln 
till four in the morning to stay Seal's execution. " ... There was not 
a dry eye in the room as Booth knell at the feet of Lincoln, clasped 
his knees with his hands, and begged him to spare the life of one 
man-a personal friend who, in serving the ones he loved, had 
come to the door of death. Booth told all. He told how, long before, 
in a fit of passion to do some bold deed, he had joined in a con• 
spiracy to abduct the President and to hold him as a hostage for the 
release of certain military prisoners who were Booth '.s friends ... At 
last President Lincoln, with the tears streaming down his face, took 
Booth by the hands, and gave him the promise that Beal should be 
pardoned ... " The following morning, Seward put the kai-bosh on 
the deal, precipitating the assassination plot on his and Lincoln's 
lives. The tactic or vilifying the victim and romanticiz.ing the 
criminal was tried here - with how much impact, who can say? 

~ Two updates from the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial 
• • Commission. Michael F. Bishop, an historian with 
behind-the-scenes experience in the Congress, has been select-
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ed as Executive Director. As such, he will function as principal 
manager and spokesman (or the seven-year effort to forge 
national Lincoln bicentennial observances. The Commission has 
also launched Its web site, www.lincolnbicentenoial.gov. The 
web site contains historical and biographical information as well 
as extensive links to other Lincoln-related web sites. It features 
historical photos and a timeline of Lincoln's milestone achieve
ments. The site will eventually feature an interactive map with 
images depicting locations around the counrtry that were signif
icant in Lincoln's life. 

~ Not all works 
• of art depict-

ing Lincoln are as impos
ing or awe-inspring as 
Daniel Chester French's 
Lincoln Memorial. Some 
fall into the "funky" cate
gory. Rail Spliller Daniel 
Smulson of Glenview, IL 
came across just such an 
example in Niles, IL, a 
suburb north of Chicago. No doubt inspired by Gutzon 
Burglom's sculpture of Lincoln seated on a bench in front of the 
Essex County Courthouse in Newark, NJ, this work is entirely a 
"horse of another color." Lincoln sits rather nonchalantly on an 
aqua-colored bench with fulkolor portraits of U. S. Grant and 
Ronald Reagan on the arm rests (Republicans have to stick 
together!) The Illinois State House is depicted, as well as a 
panorama of dancing couples representing different ethnicities 
and national origins. Behind the bench is a fountain and rock 
waterfall which constitutes a memorial to war veterans. On any 

given day, visitors (and pets!) can have their picture taken sitting 
with Lincoln. Dan took the opportunity to pose with his wife 
Marina, and daughter Julia. During his stay in the White House, 
Lincoln made himself accessible to visitors and the admiring 
public. The tradition continues! 

~ The area near City Hall in NYC "Emn "' ""'· l:llc .. C10ir•• 

.. must have been a exciting ... _:7;~.&... ' 
place in the 1860s. Major newspapers -~~~~ .. ""'1:1 

like Greeley's New-York Tribune were -~:.':"~lt:...--c::.•-:::i ::t .. • ·--i:,..::::-
headquartered there, as well as Currier c=:~-.. •-; ~l:~::.¥ 
& Ives. Many printers and campaign :::i~- • ...,.. t::,;-_~~ 
headquarters were located on nearby Park Row. This 
1864 campaign pamphlet, printed at No. 13 Park Row, repro
duces the Senate speech of Pennsylvania's Edgar Cowan. They 
had some space left over on the back cover, so included 
Watchwords For Patriots. Molloes for /he Campaign, selected from 
General McClellan '.s Writings. While most of these quotations do 

continued on next page 
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... --- ... -.. ------ not quali(y as pithy, several are 
~:t"~c;; worthy of a second look. "Military 
~ arrests should not be tolerated, 

': -~~ except in places where active hos-
-=--- _._::,_ __ ::::::: tililies exist; and oaths, not 

'")!~.:;_1_"!'"~-:-,s;="~~" .... ,.,~ ......... 
~ •. - _ .. , •• ,,. ,_.... required by enactments conslitu-

tionally made, should be neither demanded 
nor received ... A declaration of radical views, especially upon slav
ery, will rapdily disintegrate our present armies." July 7, 1862. "In 
the arrangement and conduct of campaigns the direction should be 
left to professional soldiers ... I am devoutly grateful to God that my 
Last campaign was crowned with a victory which saved the nation 
from the greatest peril it had then undergone." We have to wonder 
just who took the time to read all these? 

LDrOOLH 
~ Rail Spliller Robert Chandler forward- _,,, 
~ ed pictures of a Lincoln ribbon that .10U.S01' 
sold recently as part of a lot in a philatelic sale in 
California. While the ribbon itself is not note
worthy, the context and story behind it l.s. 
During lhe presidential campaign of 1864, a 
Sacramento stationer and bookseller, Edwards 
& Company, decided to drum up business by 
sending out a sample ribbon. It appears that, GRANT 
during election years, booksellers were the pri- YUlTOBT. 
mary source for songsters, sheet 
music, biographies, cartoons, w. ~witlli -- ,_. Mmple ol \a b.tlp \6 

be worn chtriQg tbe «-U!I GU1paip. Tbo7 •re 

tokens, badges, and ribbons. They ona""1oo,,.. a ... ,~•• ribboe. ••hn,,.. _ .. 

also employed agents or traveling .,.,.,,. ....i b1"'" """"""'"' o...,1 o.n1n1 

salesmen to market their product. c..u.Juo,t>,,,,...,, .... 11, .. llff<l,"' ...i-..~ 

In this case, Edwards & Company 
took one of lheir Lincoln ribbons, 

coe, IO lat• ~ 011 Ulo 14 qi NON111b., .pd arti 

recom.meedtd to bt •·on:i by .n Un1on Ol•k· 

l1i1alto4kidc11~ lhu M'trt~•loffrfAt.bl Git-

folded it neatly in thirds, and sent ""...u _, ... " ,._ hodp .. - da1,. 

it with a circular to a prospective •""",,...cl>,'° u.. 0av..-- n1>b1o..., .,,,. 

client. We reproduce herein the '-', ..... .i, ... .,,.,_. 

transmittal circulart and enclosed C>nlcP. •~OIIIPf,liltd wilh u,. cub, prompdy at, 

ribbon (which, despite the folds, 
t.oded to by a,:W,...1"C 

Ym1n,u.a., 

EDWARDS ,5f CO., remains In pristine condition). 
The price for the ribbon was "$10 
per hundred" or IO-cents each! --Prict tlO per lllulH!rtid, 8atd mle,,.tmy--

~ The motto for diving into the waters of e-Bay should 
• be "look before you leap!" We recently spotted this 

Jefferson Davis ballot listed and were initially intrigued. It was 
titled "ORJGlNAL 1861 Virginia Electoral Ticket." Well, it looked 
original .. , and we have never heard of any reproductions. 
Nevertheless, our suspicions were aroused when we read the 
dimensions ... 8 1/2 x 11". These numbers are totally off-the-chart! 
We have never seen any Confederate ballots larger than 4 x 6". 
The ballot listed two presidential electors 
for the state-at-large and eight for the var- VIIIIIIA ELECTOIIAl n:ut. 
ious districts. In comparing this with .,_ ............... , 
known original Confederate ballots from JEffEISGNDlYIS, 
Virginia, we noticed that there are not v,J..~------r 
eight, but sixteen districts in that state. L ~ 
This ballot left off the bottom eightl A look 
at the ballot indicates there was nothing 
printed after the eighth district - the area 
beneath it is blank - so clearly it had not 

been trimmed. So, improbable size and wrong number of elec
tors - there can be but one conclusion! Not Beau-regard, but bo
gus!! Two bidders "fought it out" with the item .selling for $197,50. 

~ It is with sadness (and some degree of amazement.') 
~ we report the following from January. (Story courtesy 
of the Associated Press.) BLAlNE, Tenn. (AP) - Gertrude 
Janeway, the last widow of a Union veteran from the Civil War, 
has died in the three-room log cabin where she lived most of her 
life. She was 93. 

Bedridden for years, she died Friday, more than six decades 
after the passing of the man she called the love of her life, John 
Janeway, who married her when he was 81 and she was barely 18. 

"She was a special person," said Rev. Leonard Goins, who 
officiated at her funeral Sunday. "Gertie, as she was called, had 
a vision beyond that (cabin) that kept her going. She never had 
any wavering or doubt in her salvation. She was strong in that," 
he said. She was to be buried Monday near her husband's slen
der military tombstone at tiny New Corinth Churcl1 Cemetery. 

An honorary member of the Daughters of Union Veterans of 
the Civil War, Mrs. Janeway was the last recognized Union widow. 
She received a $70 check each month from the V.A. Still alive is 
Confederate widow Alberta Martin, 95, of Elba, Ala. 

Mrs. Janeway, who lived her whole life in Blaine, about 30 
miles north of Knoxville, was born 44 years after the Civil War 
ended. In a 1998 interview, she said her husband rarely spoke 
about the war. "He says the nighest he ever got to gettin' killed 
was when they shot a hole through his hat brim," she said, but 
he never told her where that happened. 

Her husband was a 19-year-old Grainger County farm boy 
who ran away to enlist in 1864 after being encouraged by a group 
of Union horse soldiers that he met on his way to a Blount 
County grist mill. He sent his horse home and signed up under 
the surname January because "he was afraid his people would 
come and claim him," Mrs. Janeway said, Two months later, he 
was captured by Confederates near Athens, Ga. He was later 
released and rejoined his unit, the 14th Illinois Cavalry. After the 
war, he spent many years in California before returning home to 
Tennessee and meeting then 16-year-old Gertrude. 

Mrs. Janeway said her mother refused to sign papers to let 
her marry him before she turned 18. "So my man says, 'Well, I will 
wait for her until you won't have to,"' she recalled. "We sparked 
for three years." She remembered getting married in the middle 
of a dirt road in 1927 with family and friends gathered around. He 
bought her the cabin in 1932 and it was there that he died in 
1937, at 91, from pneumonia. 

"After he died, why it just seemed like a part of me went 
down under the ground with him," she said in lhe 1998 interview. 
"He is the only one I ever had. There wasn't anybody else." 

~ We often report on Lincoln monuments and statues, 
~ previously erected and located throughout the coun
try. We can now report on one that is planned. An Information 
packet from the "United States Historical Society" sent our way, 
informs us a life-size bronze has been commissioned and is slat
ed for unveiling at the National Park Service Civil War Visitors' 
Center in Richmond, VA this April. Conveniently, the Society hap
pens to be located in Richmond. Their letterhead reads "The 
United States Historical Society is a nonprofit organization that 
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works on behalf of museums, 
educational institutions, founda
hons, and other organizations to 
authorize projects that have his
toric significance, artistic value, 
and authenticity." We're not 
quite sure what that means 
(especially the part about 
"authenticity''), but assume this 
Is some sort of marketing and 
consulting lirm. The project this 

group is sponsoring is a statue of Lincoln and Tad, seated at a 
bench (sort of like a Borglum with Tad added), representing a 
quiet moment between father and son during Lincoln's visit to 
Richmond in April 1865. The Society is seeking 750 sponsors to 
purchase miniature versions of the work (8 1/2" in height with 
marble base) at $875 a pop (equaling $656,250 )- the proceeds of 
which will finance the project. The sculptor chosen to execute the 
work is David Frech. The statue will be donated by the United 
States Historical Society to the National Park Service and will be 
installed at the Tredagar site of the Civil War Visitor Center-in 
sight of the James River and the Richmond skyline. A granite wall 
will form the setting and the words ·To Bind Up the Nation's 
Wounds" will appear. engraved in stone, atop the wall. An 
American nag will stand behlnd the seated president. While there 
are some who feel such a statue is entirely appropriate, a few 
denizens of the South question the Richmond setting. So, Instead 
of "Binding up the Nation's Wounds", they're just putting salt on 
them! The story never ends, does it? 

....... --.----,-,---,.,----------, 
~ Ha I •~ am! Capl. 1'd,;k. 

~ Speaking of newspa- rw. u.-.lnuuw L,..., .. .r,q .r&up 
DIOD C-01..ty, 1:. ... ~lCU ht tho" hll• H 

per Coverage On , ,a•Jldoto r., em,.,.. lo u., 41Mrt., haw "P,... 
L111coln ... Rail Splitter Chris ... ,.or11z Buu,wi..i;..n,.... ~ 

"'' Ll&<ololu1ld1G ~ • oo!f-,S. - efl.io WIison of Honolulu discovered ..... ff>')'wvw-o,,i.1 o111,o ,- a. 
a copy of the Evening Edition of • ,:.:-~~:_ :-~ ~ Mr. L . .-.. 

the N. Y. Daily Tribune from May mn,1..i 11oo..m., "'" "'""' a--1o .. 1a t.obold 
al Pwdt. ua cl. lilN'CMlll J.! ood•>• Ill( l uDt' for abe 

20, 1846. The article reports on ,...._ ,--...,~.,,.,""ll<w.,_ud 
Lincoln's nomination as the --"'•"-
Whig candidate for Congress s:r ,. ...., ir.;:,,r 1 ,.,. iloolol1 •' t11o 

for the seat then held by Edward Baker, who did not choose to run 
for re-election. Chris wonders if this might be the first mention of 
Lincoln in a newspaper published outside of Illinois. We also won
der why a New York newspaper would consider the nomination of 
an unknown prairie lawyer for a seat in Congress newsworthy. 

~ Similar to the ~Hot Stove" death threat letters sent to 
~ Lincoln (see our last issue, From the Publisher, 
Summer/Fall 2002), a quite interesting missive just sold on e-bay. 
Datelined February I, 1861 from Jerseyville, Illinois, written by a 
John C. Barr, it was a hand-delivered, 2-page warning addressed 
to President-elect Abraham Lincoln at Springfield. Barr quotes 
an ominous letter he received from a cousin living in Kentucky 
talking of a plot against Lincoln: "By the way if you will promise 
not to tell Old Abe, as you are a cousin of mine .. That a project is 
a foot to prevent Old Abes inauguration at Washington ... " Barr 
goes on to tell Lincoln "that there is a treasonable plot forming in 
some of the Southern States to prevent your inauguration and over
throw the government ... " A most prophetic letter. (It sold for 
$2,000.) Another offering one-Bay ... you could own a piece of the 

2S 

Willard! With a #Buy ii 
Now" price of $75,000 
(bids only reached 
$11,000), was this 
mahogany, 90n long con
ference table "purchased 
directly from the historic Willard Hotel In Washington, D.C. in 
1968 when it closed down. This Table was used by not only 
Abraham Lincoln but by every President until 1968. The hotel 
played host to every President as an overnight guest or at a 
social function, from Franklin Pierce in 1853 to current President, 
George W. Bush. Because of assassination threats, President
elect Abraham Lincoln was smuggled into the Willard at dawn by 
Detective Alan Pinkerton on February 23, 1861. Lincoln held staff 
meetings in front of the lobby fireplace and The Willard was 
bursting at the seams on the eve of his inaugural, with visitors 
packed ten to a room. He and his family of five stayed until his 
Inauguration on 4th March and returned to the Willard to watch 
his inaugural parade. Lincoln paid his Willard bill when he 
received his first paycheck as president. The total for their ten
day stay, including meals, was $773.75. The Willard was also the 
site of the Peace Convention from 4th February to 27th February 
1861. Delegates from 21 of 34 states met in a last, desperate 
attempt to avoid civil war. President Ulysses S. Grant, after a long 
day in the Oval Office, used to escape the pressures of the pres
idency with a brandy and a cigar in the Willard Lobby where 
many would-be power brokers approached him on individual 
causes. Grant called these people 'lobbyists'. Henry Clay mixed 
the first mint Julep in Washington ln the Round Robin Bar." A his
toric piece of furniture still ln search of a new home . 

£,in,oln Collectibles 
:Jor 

Over 274 of the Phil Wagner 
Abraham Lincoln collection by 
the l;ite Lincoln artist Lloyd 
O!.tcndorf ill1d sculptor works by 
the late Art Sieving. 

One Lincoln portrait autographed 
by Pres. Ronald Reagan & two by 
Pres. George H. Bush (privalt: slwwing only). 

~. 

Of1{Jltv/ 

Originals - Positives - Prints - Documents - Etc. 

All items showcased in a 146-page hard cover catalog. 
Each collectible photographed with a history, researched 
by intematiorol historian, Dr. Wayne C. Temple. 

Catalog $20 Each 

Phil Wagner 
~2S.6thSt., 
Springfield, JL 62703 
Ph: (217) 52.l-,1692 

Pax: (217) 52U025 
phil@abelincoln.com 
htty//www..tbellncoln.com 
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NEW RESEARCH CENTER 
DEDICATED 

Laurie Verge 

It began as a row of books on a shelf in the manager's office 
at Surratt House Museum in Clinton, Maryland. The year was 
1976, and the museum had just opened to the public. The 
books were the basic ones on the Lincoln assassination, the 
focal point of the history of Surratt House. Their purpose 

was to supplement the training that volunteer guides at the 
museum were receiving. 

The Surratt House Museum, site of the new James 0. Hall Research Center. 

Over the years, the row of books grew to six bookcases, then 
an entire room, and then most of the upstairs of the museum's 
new visitors' center, which opened in 1988. The collection 
expanded to include over 1,000 books, many drawers of vertical 
file material, microfilm holdings from the National Archives and brought him to Washington, D.C., where he had a wealth of 
Library of Congress, as well as manuscripts, plays, and articles. research facilities to foster his interest. And, that interest 
Private collections were donated. and the existing space began seemed to have no bounds. Over the next 60 years, Mr. Hall 
to bulge at the seams. would become the undisputed expert on all Facets of one or his-

In Hl97, the museum was able to acquire an adjacent resi- tory's greatest murder mysteries. He would also become the 
dence, and the staff and volunteers of the Surratt Society began "godfather" of Surratt House and the Surratt Society - willingly 
a tundraising campaign to renovate the building for use as a sharing his knowledge with all who inquired. 
research facility and to add additional meeting room space. It In addition to assisting with research, Mr. Hall assisted the 
was to become a $500,000 project. ~-------- museum in establishing their famous John Wilkes 

The Surratt Society, which is dedicated to docu- Booth Escape Route tours. The tirst such tour was 
menting the history of the Lincoln assassination and to done in the spring of 1977 with Mr. Hall as narrator of 
preserving and interpreting the role Surratt House the twelve-hour bus trek over the route of Lincoln's 
played in those events, was w1daunted by the task. assassin. They have continued every Spring and Fall 
With an international membership of over 1,300, the since then - often as many as twenty-two times Jn one 
group has a broad base of support. They quickly year in order to meet the demand. Mr. Hall continued 
pledged $200,000 and garnered additional funds as narrator lor nearly twenty years until advancing 
through a State of Maryland bond bill. The Maryland- age curtailed his activities. 
National Capital Park and Planning Commission, which He has assisted in the publication of four books 
owns the museum, matched that State bill. Then began by the Society. contributed numerous articles to their 
the often frustrating routine of approving blueprints, monthly newsletter, and continuously assisted 
securing permits, making changes, securing more per- Society members and researchers whenever asked. 
mits, dealing with the weather - all the things that one James 0. Hall, Two things became evident: Hall generously shared 
expects in getting a project like this completed. Lincoln Assassination Scholar. his information (unlike many researchers) and he 

Museum staff and the Surratt Society had an carefully guided the group in assuring Lhat all infor-
additional goal. This new research center would not mation was documented. His stern warning was 
only disseminate accurate history concerning the turbulent era always to avoid becoming an advocacy group, a trap that the 
of mid-19th century American history, it would honor one of the Surratt Society has avoided Judiciously by refusing to take a 
greatest scholars in the field of Lincoln assassination studies. As position on the guilt or innocence of Mary Surratt, a central fig-
soon as the project was begun, the name for the new facility was ure in the study of the assassination. 
chosen. The James 0. Hall Research Center would continue the James 0. Hall has been widely published in Civil War maga-
line tradition of research and scholarship established by the zines and related publications. in 1988, he collaborated with 
gentleman who has been deeply involved with guiding the muse- William A. Tidwell and David W. Gaddy to publish ~ 
um and the Society in presenting accurate, documented history Retributjon, a real pot-stirrer which suggested that the 
since its early days. Confederate high command sanctioned Bootl1's original capture 

James 0. Hall, a native of Oklahoma, began his studies in the scheme and perhaps the assassination. lt continues to cause 
Civil War and the Lincoln assassination during World War 11. quite a ripple in the Civil War community. In 1997, he was award-
Following the war, his job with U1e U.S. Department ol Labor ed an honorary degree of Doctor of History by Lincoln College. 
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Views from inside the new research center. (Photos courtesy of Michael W. Kauffman.) 

Now 90 years old, Hall continues to research, write, and assist 
others in ferreting out the facts surrounding his favorite subject. 

A few years ago, he signed a Letter of Intent with the Surratt 
House Museum. The bulk of his research material and his library 
would become the property of the museum. In early November 
last year, the materials began to be transferred in anticipation of 
the opening of the new James 0. Hall Research Center. Major 
donations from the estates of John C. Brennan and William A. 
Tidwell had already been received and were soon followed by 
papers from the late Constance Young of California. Other col
lections have been promised. When fully catalogued, the new 
center will be one of the finest facilities for pursuing the study of 
the Civil War era in southern Maryland and its integral part in 
the Lincoln assassination story. 

The James 0. Hall Research Center at Surratt House 
Museum was dedicated on November 16, 2002. It is a fitting trib
ute to a gentleman who has contributed so much to the lull 
understanding of this critical event in American history. ~ 

ff(\'rnaoo Speak•' As already noted In our co~er sto~y. the l 
Lincoln-Hofmann penny first came to light when the coin was 
discovered in 1986 ... under ~suspicious circumstances." Twice 
sent to the U.S. Secret Service, undergoing an extensive series 
of non-invasive testing. the coin was twice declared genuine. 
An article in the July 8, 2002 Issue of Coin World - which 
Hofmann receives al the Utah State Prison at Draper -
prompted this response from Hofmann: k ... the coin it talks 
about is one of my forgeries. It is struck from dies I made with an 
electroplating process." Charles Larson, a former guard of 
Hofmann's who now has possession of the electroplating 
machinery, notes kHe likes the sensationalism and the notori-

' ety. He was such a prolific forger. Even if the coin is genuine, his 

I 
claiming to have made ii fits into his character." Secret Service 
Special Agent-in-Charge, Anthony Chapa, declares "Until the 

• Secret Service has the opportunity to speak to this person, we 1 

won't have another opinion .. Our information was made based 
on the information we had at the time of testing. We are defi
nitely interested in interviewing Mr. Hofmann and will make 
every effort to do so. If we talk with Hofmann and if there is tech
nical evidence that we Wf!ren 't privy to examine before, we will 
review our findings and decide on whether to reopen our inves
tigation /fwe determine it then to be counterfeit, it~ considered 
contraband. Until then, we stand by our decision." Apparently, 
Hofmann has not made any further statements and, as report
ed, the coin goes back on the block this month. 
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The "Gettysburg Lincoln" 
by Alexander Gardner, 8 November J863 

FOR THE FIRST TIME, pholography 
lllld Lincoln collectors can obtain an 
Imperial salt photograph o( Alexander 
Gardner's famous Lincoln image 
(Ostcndorf#77], takcnjusl 11 days prior 
to the Oeuysburg Address. Then: is no 
more powerful image of Lincoln 10 be 
hadl Truly, as Lmcoln said, •'there IS 

the animal himself." 

OUR COLLODJON GLASS WET
PLA TE, directly derived from the 
destroyed original imperial-format glass 

plate, was made 10 produce salt and albumen ph01ogn,phs. In filcl, w 
time yoo have~ seen lhis image of Lincoln. its original derivation 
wa.. oor collodion glass pletcl 

ONLY ORIGINAL METHODS have been used in this productioo
the very same methods that Gardner himself would have used in making 
such photographs. It is e><actly these mc,thods that bring us the 
cvocutive nature ofa 19th century photograph. The si:ze has an 
unbelievable impact, bringing Lincoln "to life"- war-weary wrinkles, 
~ and am This cannot be a more engaging photo! 

THIS PHOTOGRAPH ha. a clarily and richness that can J2llly be 
produced from an original early wet-plate. Then, is much in Lincoln's 
race that our photos will reveal which you have not seen before: 
individual whiskers; pcnclrn1ing eyes: an inc,,:diblc skin quality; an 
unusual definition 10 lhc lie and coal, and more. 

TIJATTHJS IS DERIVED from lhcglass plate is most appma«. The 
col!odion procc:ss used is clearly visible, as is the edge oflhe glass plate. 

THE PRODUCTION is by Fnince Scully Ostcmum. a specialist and 
educator in wct-plote collodion photography and edito.-ofThe C,,1/odion 
Journal and Mark Osu:nnan, photographic procc.ss historian. They are 
two oflhe leading fashioners of the long lost salt photograph from 
original plau:s; and it Is their skill that allows you lo own such a life-like 
image of Lincoln. 

THESE ARE STRICTLY LIMITED to 375 Numbered Prints and 85 
Publisher's Proo&, each on Authentic Sall-print paper, mounted to a 
100% 11eid-fiec backing. Presented in a protect.ive 3/4 IC81her and linen 
portfolio, with overlaid gold-stamped leather panels. The portfolio is 
lined wilh acid-froc paper. l.ncludcd is• wcallh of historical material 
about the prinL 

WE GUARANTEE that these photographs will dclighl you; but if not, 
your money will be immediately refunded. A Certificate of Limitation 
will accompany each photogropbic prinl The photograph has been 
discretely blind-stamped. so future gcnaations will not bclicvc they 
were produced by Gardner himself in the 1860s. 

THESE PRINTS will duplicate exactly what Gardner's artistic eye 
wished us 10 see from his plate. II is the equivalent of any 19th ccntwy 
photograph and shows you what lhe conternpol'lll)' public might have 
viewed, if they had been produced. We predict that these photographs 
will become even mon: valuable IO future collectors. 
TIME PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE. 

Numbered. Limited Edition 11" x 14" Original Photograph 
on a 16" x 20" Mount ........................................................... $3.750.00 
Select Artist's Proof ••• ·-····-······················ ... ••• .. ••••••• ... ••• .... ··$5,750.00 
Deluxe Archival fnm,c with custom velvet mats and 
UV light protection glass (as abovc) ..................................... $1,250.00 

For More Information or IO Order a Photograp•, Contact: 

Abraham Lincoln Boole Shop. Inc. 357 W. Chicago Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60610 // 312/944-3085 .... 312/944-5549 (fax) 

Checks and Mooey Orders accepted via mail. 
Vasa and MaslctCard ac«plcd via fax. phone, mail, or use our secure 

web site at www.ALlncolnBookSbop.com 
Shipping and Handling will be charged, via UPS. 

Illinois residents add 8.75% sales tax 



~notber ~teat jf tnb! W 
e are constantly amazed by the variety 
of things made using Lincoln's image. 
This being said, we were "Illuminated" 
to find an Abraham Lincoln figural 
Christmas light bulb being offered in 

an internet auction recently. It was obviously quite old. Our first thought was "What a novel item! That should be worth 
a few hundred dollars!" It opened (without a reserve) at $13. When the "lights came back on", it sold for an unbelievable 
$6,000! It was a ding-<long battle between two specialists - one person with the largest and finest collection of figural 
Christmas lights in the United States and another collector who wrote the standard reference book on the subject. As a 
matter of fact, the book's author had received considerable assistance and encouragement in his project from this com
petitor. After this sale, however, their relationship started to "dim." It seems they each entered identical bids of $.6..QQQ 
with just seconds to go in the sale. The winning bid preceded the runner-up by only six seconds. Since we are "totally in 
the dark" regarding this collectible, we are glad to provide some comments forwarded to us by the winning bidder: 

Regarding the Lincoln light bulb, it is one of a particular series of tube figural lights which means that the light bulb consists of a hand paint
ed figural glass shell into which is inserted and sealed a cylindrically shaped tube light bulb. There are about 35 of these tube figurals includ
ing patriotic figures such as a standing Uncle Sam, Uncle Sam bust, and John Bull. Other examples include Indians, a NY Baseball player, 
nursery rhyme figures such as Puss In Boots, Little Bo Peep, Tweedle Dee, animals, and Christmas figures including Santas and a snowman. 
These figural light bulbs were made circa 1925 and many are marked GE Mazda, 15 Von the top of the screw portion of the base. There are 
similar figural lights with a slightly different base ink-stamped Germany. Although there has never been found (yet) any record of exactly who 
and where these lights were made, it Is believed that the figural glass shells were made and handpainted in Germany for the U.S. market and 
imported and sold by various firms such as The Seven Seas Trading Company who sold Christmas lights. To date, we know of only one other 
Abraham Lincoln light bulb and that was found along with a standing Uncle Sam and a Betsy Ross (sometimes called Martha Washington) 
in an antique mall about 1 O years ago. It may seem strange to thirnk of patriotic figures as Christmas lights. Christmas lights were sold to dec
orate and light Christmas trees but they were also sold and promoted for use on other holidays and celebrations such as Halloween, New 
Year, 4th of July, church affairs, and for table decoration. I have dealt extensively with the General Electric Museum in Schenectady, NY and 
they have no record of having made these lights despite the fact that GE and the GE trademark MAZDA appear on the base of many of these 
types of what I call tube figurals. I also cannot find any record of figural molds in the GE files. The lack of records of course does not prove that they did not 
make them. It may be that the figural shells were made in Germany, imported and assembled in the U.S. Perhaps some day, some information will be found 
that will solve this mystery. We know of companies such as Fleischhacker located in Dresden, Germany that made fancy figural lights in the shapes of many 
different figures based on an actual catalog that was discovered several years ago. Although the Abe Lincoln light is not among these, we know that many of 
the early figural lights made for Christmas and other occasions were indeed made in Germany and Austria. Until the day comes, when we find an actual cat
alog, publication or some other reference, we can only guess. The top price previously paid for a single figural light bulb was $1,000. Back 10 years ago, 
there were only a few really serious collectors. Since then, and after my book came out there are many more seeking an already rarified market. I am always 
amazed at what still is found in estates in contrast to things being resold - bought many years ago by previous collectors. This Abe Lincoln light bulb is one 
of those amazing stories. Now if past predicts the future, this story will be re-told and other Abe Lincolns will be found! 

In the next issue of The Rail Splitter, an in-depth look on how to build the 11:B Lincoln library -
collecting the books that Lincoln rea"1 shaped his character; sharpened his intellect, 

and helped to forge his greatness. Also, Blaine Houma provides counael to fellow Rall Splitters 
on "Safeguarding a Uncoln Collection." 

The Rail Splitter 'Rb 
Jonathan H. Mann - Publisher 
Donald L. Ackerman - Editor-in-Chief 

~: Timothy H. Bakken, Martin C. Carlino, 
Daniel E. Pearson, Dr. Edmund B. Sullivan, David B. Yount 

The Rail Splitter is published four times a year 
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